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SFUstudent 
funds misused 
BURNABY (CUP)--Parvez Am-
lami, candidate for Simon Fraser 
University's student society trea-
surer, has been accused of 
making personal phone calls and 
ch~ging them to the student 
society while he was Ombuds-
man last semester. 
The charges come from SFU 
Student Society (SFSS) president 
John Gingerich who said he 
would take Amlami to court or 
turn outstanding debts over to a 
collection agency if Amlami 
failed to justify $132 in phone 
calls. 
SFSS telephone records show 
Amlami' s office made calls to 
Tucson, Arizona; Las Vegas and 
Calgary, between October and 
November of last year. 
"Who do we know in Las 
Vegas," Gingerich asked at an 
all-candidates meeting. 
Amlami said he would not 
disclose to whom the phone calls 
were directed because of the 
"confidential" nature of the 
Ombudsman duties. 
When the Peak, the SFU 
student newspaper, phoned the 
Las Vegas number listed on the 
student society telephone bill, a 
man answered who identified 
himself as Amlami's brother, but 
refused to give his name. 
Asked if he had any business 
dealings with the SFSS, he 
replied, "What has the student 
society to do with me? I'm in the 
motel business." 
The SFSS telephone bill also 
shows Amlami's office made 
calls to the residence of Aladin. 
When the Peak phoned the 
Calgary number on the SS bill a 
W(hJlan a.tlSWered WhO. identified 
herselt as Amlani's wife. 
She said her husband was a 
secretary of Shamrock Holdings 
and Momin Enterprises and she 
gave the telephone number of 
these companies. Aladin Am-
lani's wife admitted that he was 
Parvez Amlani's brother. 
SFSS records indicate Am-
lani's office made six calls to the 
numbers of these companies be-
tween October and November. 
In a telephone interview with 
the Peak Aladin Anilani refused 
' to comment when asked if he had 
any official business with the 
SFSS. 
"I'm not prepared to 3J1Swer 
any questions," he said. 
The telephone bill also indi-
cates Amlani's- office made calls 
to Stan Amlani in Tucson, Ari-
zona, who also admitted to being 
Parvez and Aladin' s brother. 
Asked by the Peak if he had 
done any official business with 
the SS, Stan Amlani said he had 
sent proposals for a student 
brochure to the student society 
but they had been turned down 
completely. 
He said the publishing and the 
printing of the brochure would 
have been "a profit making 
venture," and that the profits 
would have been divided be-
tween the SS and Saneo enter-
prises - a publishing firm he was 
associated with. 
Gingerich, commenting on 
Stan Amlani's claim said the 
Ombudsman has no authority to 
negotiate the production of any 
kind of brochure. 
Stan Amlani said he had 
spoken with his brother Parvez as 
well as other people about the 
brochure, but had said he could 
not remember who else he had 
talked to. 
At Wednesday's all-candidates 
meeting, Gingerich asked Parvez 
Amlani, "What do you feel about 
candidates who don't pay their 
personal long distance phone 
calls?" 
"It is disgusting. I hate those 
people," said Amlani. 
When Gingerich asked Amlani 
about his long distance phone 
calls, Amlani said he would not 
disclose to whom the calls were 
directed because of "the confi-
dential nature" of the Ombuds-
man's duties. 
Gingerich told the Peak that 
SFSS policy requires that all 
counsellors must indicate whe-
ther long distance calls made on 
student society lines by per-
sonnel are personal or business. 
If the phone calls are for 
student society business this 
must be substantiated, he said. 
-Jones to head 
in tram urals 
by Brian jones 
The frrst Douglas College In-
tramural Activities Coordinator, 
Fred Jones, has been hired by 
the college to organize and co-
ordinate student activities. 
Dave J ohnswn, student coun-
cil president stated Monday _ 
night that he had a two hour 
meeting with Jones during the 
day and he was extremely en-
thused about the positive atmos-
phere of the orientation. 
"There is not much you can 
say about the present state (of 
intramural activity at DC), there 
is nothing there, (but) he is 
extremely optimistic," stated 
Johnston. 
The intramural coordinator is a 
forerunner to the new concept of 
an activities coordinator passed 
late in the fall of 1977 by 
principal's council with the un-
derstanding that this request for 
an additional college funded staff 
person would receive the same 
priority ranking as other depart-
ments request for complements 
to their staff. 
"This is . an interim position 
created by the administration," 
stated Johnston, "This is not the 
activities coordinator position 
passed earlier." 
Jones' job will have him over-
seeing and initiating intramural 
programs for students. He will be 
working on all campuses and be· 
directing such programs as vol-
leyball and waterpolo, as well as 
trying to arrange cultural events. 
The position, although direcdy 
for the benefit of students, is to 
be funded totally by the admini-
stration. The student society will 
be responsible only for the cost of 
operating the programs they 
wish to have carried through. 
The administration will pick up 
the tab for Jones' salary. 
Jones has had extensive ex-
perience dealing with coordi-
nating and organizing, having 
spent the past few years working 
in communities and in correc-
tional institutes. Jones has a 
B.P.E. from UBC as well as 
previous teaching experience at 
Douglas College, although he has 
had no direct experience with 
this type of program. 
Johnston states, "He does not 
have experience in this type of 
thing, (but then) this sort of thing 
is fairly unique anywhere." 
Jones will be working in con-
junction with the student society 
and more importandy the student 
population as a whole, although 
he is directly responsible to the 
Fine Arts department convenor, 
Len Whitely. 
"He doesn't have the power to 
overrule our activities, (besides) 
student council has been asked 
for an advisory committee to 
work with him," Johnston said. 
He went on to say that Jones 
will have two functions: to create 
ideas for programs and to co-
ordinate and organize the pro-
grams. The student council will 
hopefully provide the manpower 
to run the activities. 
Jones is still learning· the ropes 
of Douglas College and is not yet 
actively involved in planning 
events and activities for the 
colle e. 
Student 
lounge 
stores 
desks 
by Nancy McRitchie 
The Douglas College student 
society lounge on the New West-
minster campus is no longer 
available to students. 
Early last week it was noticed 
that there were several couches 
and chairs in the south end of the 
cafeteria that had not been there 
before. Upon investigation, it 
was discovered that the furniture 
from the student lounge had 
been removed to make room for 
the desks. 
Dave Johnston, student society 
president, said the desks were in 
the cafeteria the week before. 
Johnston said he spoke to Ken 
McCoy, campus administrator, 
voicing his concern about tlte 
matter. 
· On Monday morning he found 
the desks in the lounge and told 
McCoy that wasn't exacdy what 
he had in mind. 
McCoy said that there was no 
where else to put the desks at 
this time. The excess of desks 
was attributed to several of the 
classrooms in the 100 building 
being remodelled. Manpower 
courses are being taught in the 
rooms and it was necessary to 
replace the desks with tables and 
. chairs, McCoy said, adding that 
he did not want to sell the desks 
because as the ' college expands · 
they will be needed. 
McCoy told the Other Press 
that he was currently negotiating 
with the Coquitlam campus for 
space to store the desks. He said 
that the situation in the lounge .is 
only temporary and that the 
desks should be moved within a 
week or two. 
When asked who had the 
authority over the student 
lounge, Johnston said that it was 
understood that the student so-
ciety was able to use it as they 
saw fit. 
· Other Press 
would like to 
apologize 
for last week's 
shoddy 
printing. 
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Colleges to be designated 
free of ministry control 
NOW! 
-
LONESOME CHARLIE· 
----------------------------------------------------------in-----------------------------------------------------------
''THE 
MAGNIFICE T 
MAGNU 
"AN ABSOLUTELY 
SPARKLING PERFORMANCE'' 
DON'T MISS IT. 
French demand surveyed 
A $45,000 survey to evaluate 
the demand fOI' French education 
in elementary schools has been 
launched by the provincial edu-
cation ministry. 
Education Minister, Pat Me-
Gees-, annouaced last week that 
OYel' the next couple of months 
Canadian Facts Ltd. of Van-
couver will measure the parental 
demand {01' their children to 
receive primaly education in 
French. 
McGeer- stated last summer 
that the . B.C. government's in-
tention is to allow parents the 
~tunity to choose between 
country's twQ official lan-
guages as the language in which 
their children will be educated. 
Since then the mtOJStry of 
education has contracted the 
Montteal-area Baldwin Cartier 
school district to develop, in 
conjunction with B.C., a French 
core curriculum. 
McGeer said Canadian Facts 
will develop a questionnaire to be 
delivered to parents through the 
province's elementary schools 
surveying the wishes of parents 
and elementary school education 
in French. 
·~Parents will be asked specifte 
questions," said McGeer. This is 
not an opinion survey. It is 
designed to establish the com-
mitment of parents to education 
of their children in Frnech." 
Results of the survey are 
expected to be released March 
31. 
V.S. of Arts protests name 
The Vancouver School of Art is 
protesting a provincial decision 
to rename the institute the Emily 
Carr School of Art. 
The decision overrode a recom-
mendation by the students, fa-
culty and administration of the 
school to rename it the British 
Columbia College of Art. This 
recommendation was supported 
by the Ministry of Education and 
a government appointed advisory 
board, according to Neil Bereay, 
student society president. 
The announcement came as a 
shock to everyone and it was felt 
that it was a very bad choice. 
" While we applaud that Emily 
Carr should be honoured; this is 
not the place to do it," said 
Berecry. 
lettei'S and phone calls have 
gone to Vtetoria from members of 
the community as well as the 
school in protest to the decision. 
Over 200 students held a rally 
last Tuesday on Granville Island, 
the future rebx:ation site of the 
school and another protest was 
held there the following Friday. 
Berecry said he felt sure that 
Cabinet will realize the wisdom 
of reconsidering their choice. The 
school is now waiting to get some 
feedback from Victoria. 
At the time of the announce-
ment of the change of name, the 
institute was designated by Ecfg. 
cation Minister Dr. Pat MGGeer, 
as a ·provincial institute under~ 
terms of the Colleps and PJoriD. 
cial Institutes Act. 
As a provincial institute, it will 
no Ionset be ........ in semce, 
but wiUIICt u Ill ut resource to 
the pro•ince 10 that its strengths 
and ueu ol expertise become 
avaiWJie ID the cOlleges. 
Experimentation on students 
OTTAWA (CUP}-A federal re-
port on ethics in human aperi-
mentation says that ............. 
prisoners and other aptift _. 
jects should not be inrimideted or 
offered inc~Pce-entl ... pudd-
pate in ~esMrdl• dleir bodies. 
The report, iaaedjlll. 18 by 
the ltfedic.l lei em Coundl 
(MRC) Mawr~· {01' all 
uni•ersitt - • research r.c.nae. .I-.. by • 
- ue at • 
. =-:.•.:e_a;.ouc.~ 
·o.a.~a will be covered by this 
policy 8Callcliug to an MRC 
spMe!lpelSOD. . 
The R!pOri says that students 
and .. ~ "appear to be ideal 
subiect populations" and may be 
under pressure to consent to 
sene as research subjects. Both 
groups are often better informed 
about the projects, are closer to 
the site of experiments and often 
follow uniform or daily routines 
which make them ideal for many 
experiments. 
The MRC says that no induce-
ments should be offered to make 
the person serve as a subject and 
"for students, no better marks or 
more favoured treatment" can be 
sages ted. 
For the first time the general 
public will be guaranteed a place 
on local ethics committees at 
universities and hospitals so 
research can "be assessed ac-
cording to the community's sense 
of proper conduct." 
New regulations have also 
been introduced to limit and 
control the use of children in any 
experiments. Rules have also 
been established for research on 
~ women. Research on 
Iivia& fetus is expressly for-
bidden. 
The working group on human . 
experimentation was established 
in 1976 and was composed of 
eight people from various univer- . 
sity departments of medicine, 
religion, genetics, and law. 
According to the couna1, the 
group was concerned "with en-
suring that experiments invol-
ving human subjects are F.-
formed only with full recogrution 
of the rights of all human 
beings." One of the authors said 
he hoped that "a heightened 
sense of moral awareness" 
would come as a result of the 
report. 
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Ontario teachers urge faculty limits 
TORONTO (CUP)- The board of 
governors of the Ontario Tea-
chers' Federation has decided to 
recommend stricter limitations 
on education faculty enrolments 
as part of a brief to the education 
ministry's Royal Commission on 
Declining ~lment. 
The bOard agreed at a Jan. 14 
meeting to suggest limiting en-
rolment in teacher training insti-
tutions to the government's pre-
dicted annual need for new 
teachers, plus an allowance of 40 
per cent to act as a cushion 
factor. 
Algoma 
hangs on 
SAULT STE. MARIE (CUP) -
The Ontario ministry of colleges 
and universities has decided to 
continue support for Algoma 
University College for five years 
but warns the college must 
"prove its viability" and "de-
pend almost entirely on the 
support of the local community.'' 
A royal commission report, 
tabled in the Ontario legislature 
in mid-December, had suggested 
the college be closed at the end of 
the term and its students trans-
ferred to Lake Superior State 
College in Michigan. Commis-
sioner John Whiteside had said 
that the college could not escape 
from the three-way squeeze of 
low enrolment, competition for 
students and scarce physical and 
financial resources. 
In a release dated Jan. 13, 
Colleges and Universities Mini-
ster Harty Parrot rejected White-
side's suggestion but said he 
could not "consider making capi-
tal commitments to the college 
until its long-term validity was 
endured." 
The college board of trustees, 
student council and various com-
munity organizations including a 
United Steelworkers of America 
local and the Federation of 
Teachers had all publicly op-
posed the commision's recom-
mendation. 
Brandon U. 
rejects NUS 
BRANDON (CUP)-Brandon Uni-
versity students voted Friday to 
not join the National Union of 
Students. 
Only 143 students voted to 
join, 191 voted against, and most 
of the 1300 students seemed 
more interested in the beginning 
of another weekend. 
It was a bad week for NUS in 
Manitoba. Two days earlier NUS 
representatives managed to get 
on the agenda of a meeting of the 
University of Manitoba student 
union council only to have quo-
rum dissolve before they could 
speak. They wanted to argue for 
holding a U of M student 
referendum on joining NUS. 
Next day they were in Brandon 
trying to persuade students here 
there to join NUS. 
After the vote one of them -
Pete Menzies, a University of 
Winnipeg student and Manitoba 
rep on the NUS central com-
mittee - said Brandon students 
are "apolitical" and "just form 
opinions from TV.'' 
As for Brandon's student 
newspaper: "The Quill really shit 
on us," said Menzies. He called 
one of the Quill's stories NUS 
"garbage" and "not even cor-
rect". 
Federation president James 
Carey said Jan. 16 that the board 
has not yet looked into the effects 
of the enrolment limitations, but 
admitted that the move may 
place some of Ontario's teacher 
colleges in jeopardy. Carey said 
it has been suggested that there 
are "too many colleges in On-
tario" and added, "I don't think 
we need that many." 
Carey said the teachers' fede-
ration plans to research the 
effects of the recommendation 
and include the research with its 
brief to the royal commission. 
Figures for 1976-77 show that 60 
per cent of the province's 6,500 
graduating teachers could . not 
fmd jobs last fall. 
Carol Vaughan, a spokes-
person for the ministry of col-
leges and universities, said the 
government could not enforce 
such limitations, and the institu-
tions themselves would have to 
reach agreement on the issue. 
"~e can't just barge in and say 
'do this' or 'do that'," she said, 
adding that the individual univer-
sity acts prohibit the ministry 
from doing so. . 
The commission on declining 
enrolment is currendy hearing 
briefs on the effects and impli-
cations of declining and increas-
ing enrolments in the province's 
primary and secondary schools. 
The commission will make a 
preliminary report to the ministry 
of education Feb. 28, with a more 
detailed report coming later in 
the spring. 
Commission chairperson 
Robert Jackson has said he fore-
sees a massive retrenchment of 
educational faolities on all le-
vels. Some of Ontario's smaller 
universities may be forced to 
curtail their services and adopt 
more academic specialization to 
ensure their survival. 
The commission plans to hold a 
series of J?Ubl:k forums through-
out Ontario this spring, inviting 
presentations from individuals 
and private organizations. 
Again in 1978, the B.C. Ministry of Labour is initiating a 
program designed to create as many summer job oppor-
tunities as possible, for B.C. students and unemployed 
youth. We will co-ordinate job openings in many other 
government ministries and help private businesses, farms, 
and non-profit organizations pay the wages for extra sum-
mer staff. 
ASK ABOUT A SUMMER JOB FOR YOU! 
In the Provincial Government, many ministries such as 
Forestry, Recreation and Conservation, and Consumer and 
Corporate Affairs open up many interesting and remunera-
tive summer jobs. By filling out one of our computerized 
application forms now, you will be considered for a job 
that closely matches your interests and abilities. Details 
and application forms are available at: 
Douglas College -:-
New Westminster Campus Surrey Campus Richmond Campus 
Cafeteria Cafeteria Cafeteria 
February 1, 1978 February 2, 1978 Febr:uary 3, 1978 
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Richmond again fills the house at a successful dane~. 
·richmond 
Charity dance sells out 
The Richmond representatives 
of the student society held a 
dance at the Sea Island Forum on 
Friday and true to their track 
record, offered a good time for a 
small price to a sold-out house. . 
The proceeds from the dance, 
an estimated $175 are going 
entirely to the Variety Oub, a 
charity association in Vancouver 
which raises funds for handi-
capped children. 
The dance, which stumbled to 
a start at eight o'clock, featured a 
band named "Hot Shot". The 
band arrived late, however, and 
did not start playing until nine 
o'clock. 
Ticket sales were brisk and 
many people had to be turned 
a~y at the door. Richmond 
chairperson Bob Machuk claimed 
that some ~le were offering 
$15 for a ticket into the dance, 
6ve times me three dollar_ price 
of the tickets. 
Richmond organizers, how-
ever, complained about gate 
crashers who had sneaked 
through the back door and 
caused Forum staff to threaten 
the closure of the dance. Machuk 
called for a tightening of dance. 
admission regulations regarding 
gate crashers. 
Bar sales were also heaVy-, but 
the volunteer staff at the bar had 
little trouble serving the thirsty 
pattons. 
The dance was almost entirely 
a volunteer effort; only the 
bouncers and the band were paid 
for their services. 
The band presented a medley 
of tunes ranging from Neander-
thal rock and roll to the disco-
hung-over Pablo Cruise. Their 
performance reeked of amateur-
ism in the poor acoustics of the 
lower room of the Sea Island 
Forum. At 50 cents a beer, 
however, the rowdy Richmond 
crowd enjoyed the event regard-
less of the sound. 
As for myself, my experience 
was upset by the disappearance 
of my Indian sweater. Anyone 
having information regarding 
this hand-made sweater may 
contact me at the Other Press 
office in New Westminster or at 
the Richmond campus of Douglas 
College. Because of its high 
sentimental value, I am offering 
a $20 reward for its return, no 
questions asked. · 
Otherthan Review 
... an unethical, omnivorous poetry 
magazine, is now accepting 
submissions 
Deadline: 
Febuary 9. 
Harold Enrico, Rona Murray, 
_and Michael Bullock. 
Submissions should include 
a stamped , self-addressed envelope and 
a short biography. 
Mail to:OTHER THAN REVIEW, C/0 
OTHER PUBLICATIONS, Box 2503, 
DOUGLAS COLLEGE, 
NEW WESTMINSTER, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, V3L SB2, 522-7917 
Class given IDffiC 
grant for Frisco 
by ]eantlette fNIII Eldik 
The Interior Design class of 
Douglas College has just re-
ceived a grant of $750 from the 
Interior Design Institute of Bri-
tish Columbia (IDffiC) to help 
fund an educational field trip to 
San Francisco they have planned 
for February. 
Chart McCullouch, the presi-
dent of IDIBC, and Jane McCut-
cheon, a coordinator for show-
home displays, presented the 
grant to Don Kavanaugh, the 
interior design instructor, and 
Aliki Gladwin, representative of 
the interior design class. 
The purpose of the one week 
trip to San Francisco is to give 
the interior design students an · 
opportunity to see different types 
of showrooms not available in 
V ancouvel'. 
This trip, the first of its kind in 
the interior design program, was 
planned in September and co-
ordinated by Terry Kutcher and 
Don Kavanaugh. Interior design 
instructors and the students 
raised money through various 
means to fund it. 
The students in the interior 
design program designed two 
bathrooms for a showhouse in 
Matthews, B.C. last year which 
was sponsored by the Junior 
League Committee on Child A-
buse. 
They have also done two 
display suites at the River Bend 
housing complex in North Van-
couver. 
The IDIBC includes all the 
main designers in Vancouver. 
When the students graduate they 
become associate members. To 
become a full fledged member 
they must work as a designer for 
four years, then write an exam. 
The two year program has 
about a dozen students enrolled 
and the job opportunities depend 
on the students themselves. 
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Orientation busts 
It was ''welcome new student 
day" at New Westminster cam-
pus last week but it seems 
nobody wanted to be welcomed. 
That, at ~t, would be the 
impression that one who at-
tended the orientation would 
draw. 
There were seven organiza-
tions displaying their wares and 
talent (or lack of it) in the 
cafeteria on Tuesday and Thurs-
day. 
But it seemed nobody was 
interested enough to come over 
to any of the. booths to ask 
questions or get involved with 
any of the clubs. 
There were a lot of people in 
the cafeteria, all right, but none 
of them bothered to check any-
thing out, besides the food and 
pinball machines. 
On Tuesday afternoon most of 
the Crowd was listening to the 
Douglas College Band, which 
played for about an hour. 
On Thursday night most of the 
crowd wasn' t listening to any-
thing. In fact, there Wa.sn' t a 
crowd. It wasn't even a small 
gathering. The greatest excite-
ment occurred When the ping-
pong table collapsed. 
What was gained by the orien-
tation days? Not a thing actually. 
Student council president Dave 
Johnston agrees (how about 
that!) ' 
"The orientation wasn't suc-
cessful," he said. 
Why not? 
"We were experimenting by 
trying something new," John-
ston said. "We had never done 
anything like that before." 
Let's hope that it goes a lot 
better than the recent one. You 
don't know how frustrating it is 
to sit there and talk to back issues 
of The Other Press. 
In my short time behind the 
paper's booth (which had a real 
artsy-fartsy decor: old news-
papers lined all around the 
booth, making the place look like 
an old newsie stand). I talked to 
three people: one of those litde 
brats you occasionally see sabo-
taging the cafeteria and who 
almost burned the place down, a 
charming young lady who 
swindled me out of 30 cents, an 
elderly woman who wanted to 
know which way it was to the 
washroom, quick. 
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Liberal economic plan 
by Keith &ldrey 
British Columbia Liberal lea-
der Gordon Gibson Sunday called 
on governments to get more 
involved in economics, rather 
than politics. 
He also issued a challenge to 
Premier Bill Bennett to come up 
with a concrete economic plan for 
the province. 
"British Columbia needs some 
kind of an economic blueprint," 
Gibson said. "I challenge the 
premier to call an open confe-
rence to get one started." 
Gibson was speaking at an 
aU-day British Columbia Eco-
nomic Opportunities workshop 
held at Douglas CoUege in New 
Westminster. The workshop· was 
attended by about 60 business-
men and featured such speakers 
as Art Kube of the Canadian 
Labor Congress; Ian Mahood of 
the Richmond Plywood corpora-
tion; and Jack Cooper, principal 
of the Pacific Vocational Insti-
tute. 
He referred specifically to 
British Columbia and its eco-
nomic problems. 
"We have an absolutely u-
nique type of economy in British 
Columbia," Gibson said, "and 
yet we try to assist it in terms 
developed for other parts of 
Canada. We have different prob-
lems, and we have to solve them 
in different ways." 
Because of these distinctive 
problems, Gibson called for an 
Economic Council of B.C. to offer 
continuous advice and criticism 
on problems and opportunities to 
the legislature. 
"If the politicians and people 
are economically illiterate, then 
the government should step in 
and do the economic planning," 
Gibson said. 
He also criticized the present 
Social Credit government for its 
false sense of complacency con-
cerning B.C.'s economic situa-
tion. 
"How can we trust the self-
serving economic arm-waving 
coming out of a government that 
claims B{itish Columbia's prob-
lems are as good as solved -
wants to give lessons to the rest 
of Canada, in fact - and yet 
unemployment in B.C. in Decem-
ber 1977 was 13 per cent higher 
than when they took over in Dec. 
1975?" 
Premier Bill Bennett also drew 
fire from Gibson. "He (Bennett) 
says there is an economic plan. I 
don't know who the draftsman is 
but the plan should be brought 
out," he said. 
Gibson called for more partici-
pation by the government in 
economic affairs and industry. 
"The concept of the govern-
ment being involved in business 
and industry is not wrong," he 
said. He gave several examples 
of things he would like to see the 
government take a hand in: a 
copper smelter; zinc smelter; a 
Prudhoe Bay pipeline to run 
beside the Alcan route. 
"The government should have 
a decision in big deals that 
involve our resources," Gibson 
said. 
He used the coal deposits in 
the northeastern part of the 
province as an example. Gibson 
feels that B.C.'s future depends 
on the mining industry. 
"We're sitting on a great 
ocean of wealth," he said. "B.C. 
. is one of the great mining areas 
in the world." 
Gibson said it is essential that 
the British Columbia economy be 
developed along its lines of 
natural strength, and not forced 
into unproductive channels. 
"That is the mistake central 
Canada has made," Gibson said, 
"and the cold wind of interna-
tional competition is starting to 
freeze out jobs." 
"Our strengths include a 
skilled • and productive work 
force, energy, minerals, coal, 
forests, ocean access, a good 
technical base at our universities 
and elsewhere, and our location -
between two U.S. states and 
between the world's largest mar-
kets of the United States and 
Japan." 
Gibson said that this pro-
vince's strengths mean that "we 
will be hewers of wood and 
drawers of water," and called 
that "a profitable business to be 
in.'' 
"The trick here is to stabilize 
markets, and upgrade our raw 
materials as far as we can before 
shipping them out," he said. "I 
see a distinct future for three new 
smelters- copper, aluminum and 
zinc - in British Columbia, as well 
as upgrading of our forest pro-
ducts." 
Gibson also predicts a rosy 
future for the services industry -
tourism, retirement, and engi-
neering and consulting services. 
" The provincial government 
should get more involved in the 
tourist industry," Gibson said, 
advocating government partici-
once "The 
government is doing a good job 
so far, and Grace McCarthy 
should be commended." 
The Liberal leader also lashed 
out at the tariff policy calling its 
effect on B.C. employment as 
''ruinous''. 
"The tariffs are a disaster for 
B.C.," he said. "It costs every 
man, Woman and child S?OO a 
year each for having a tariff 
barrier.'' 
"The tariff was developed 100 
years ago for central Canada. 
Now it's not even a good thing fot 
that part of the country, and it's 
very harmful to us - bumping our 
costs of production in the cut-
throat world marketplace where 
we must sell without any protec-
tion, by at least five per cent, and 
more in many areas." 
Gibson said that the tariff 
policy should be removed as soon 
as possible. "Every political 
lever B.C. has should be used in 
favour of freer trade," he said. 
"It may take a long time, but the 
removal of the tariff is critical to 
B.C.'s future." 
Gibson is also enthusiastic 
about the idea of transporting 
materials between Alaska and 
the lower 48 states. 
"The Alcan pipeline is only a 
start, and apart from the con-
struction jobs and materials re-
venue it will give to all of 
Canada, it will pay high annual 
taxes to B.C." he said: "I think 
the day will come when we will 
have the opportunity to twin this 
with an oil line from Alaska if 
Prudhoe discoveries continue, 
and we should be looking at an 
Alaskan railway connection in the 
longer run." 
calling on Premier Bennett to 
formulate an economic plan. 
Gibson's speech was met with 
polite applause from the crowd, 
which was mosdy made up of 
'free enterprise' businessmen. 
His comments, calling for an 
increase of government partici-
pation in industry, were not very 
popular with the audience either. 
However, throughout his poli-
tical career Gibson has been 
known for his moderate but 
progressive political and eco-
nomic views. 
He is regarded as a man who 
possesses a sane, rational and 
thoughtful mind when it comes to 
politics. This is a marked contrast 
to some of the other politicians in 
this province. _ 
However, Gibson has never 
been able to muster support in 
the province for his party. At 
present time he is the only 
Liberal member in the legis-
lature. 
The reason for this could be his 
leadership qualities or his middle 
Top : Gordon Gibson delivers 
economic goals. 
Left: Pacific Vocational Institute 
principal Jack Copper 
&ttom': Lecture audietu:e 
reflecting B.C. economy. 
of the road politics, which is not 
too popular in this province. 
He has also been labelled a 
"fat-cat Liberal" by his critics. 
His father, Gordon Gibson Sr., is 
a powerful figure in the Liberal 
party establishment and Gibson 
is never short of campaign funds. 
Gibson is reported being frus-
trated and discouraged because 
of his lack of success in this 
province, and is rumoured to be . 
heading for Ottawa and national 
politics. _ 
His lacklustre performance at 
the workshop would seem to 
indicate that he is losing his 
enthusiasm for leading the Libe-
ral party in B.C. 
But whether anyone could 
muster enthusiasm to speak to a 
group of right-wing businessmen 
who are totally concerned with 
· ·tax shelters aDd excess profits is 
•doubtful. 
In fact the workshop, which 
was intended to be non-political, 
was actually overrun with rich 
capitalists and there was no 
of any "average" citizen, 
· list or otherwise. 
If somebody at the workshop 
wasn't a forestry executive, then 
he was one of the academic elite 
of this province. 
This fact can be seen by 
looking at the list of speakers and 
chairmen of the workshop semi-
nars. 
The chairman of the con-
ference was Dr. Peter Pearse, 
professor of economics at the 
University of British Columbia 
and the speaker at the plenary 
was Dr. Ronald Shearer, another 
UBC economics professor. 
The speaker who received 
second billing to Gibson was Ian 
Mahood, the chief executive 
officer (that means he's the big 
boss) of Richmond Plywood Cor-
poration and who spoke on 
"Opportunities For Expansion in 
the Forest Industries". 
In his lengthy spiel, Mahood 
blasted, among other things, the 
work ethic in Canada and said the 
workers had it far too easy. "It is 
a work ethic not supportable in 
world competition," he said. 
The workshop was sponsored 
by the provincial Liberal party 
(meaning Gibson and his wife), 
but there weren't too many 
Liberal hacks around. 
Perhaps the most notable 
missing face was our beloved 
principal himself, George Woot-
ton. By his own admission, 
George is a Liberal, and is active 
in the Liberal party. 
He finds being a Liberal is a 
problem, though, because of that 
party's middle of the road poli-
tics. "It's -a hell of a position to 
defend," he says, "because it's 
not an eXciting position." 
Judging from the Sunday 
workshop, that is a very accurate 
statement. 
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·our view 
More notes ... 
Those of you who think that Douglas College's decision to 
re-locate its New Westminster campus downtown will not affect you 
may be in for a rude awakening. . 
It may seem logical to the college and the ministry of education 
that it is of no use and wasted time and effort to spend money on the 
present campus, except for maintenance. 
H this happened, the present student - you - and next year's 
student will be feeling the future move a great deal. Present 
facilities, no matter how outdated or baa, will probably not be 
upgraded. This could mean a reduction in some programs and 
services. 
Let us hope that the present college administration has the 
foresight and intelligence to recognize this problem before they too 
are swallowed. in the shuffle and excitement of moving downtown. 
During this rush to move, students and other people may get 
overlooked by the larger bureaucracies such as the ministry of 
education and the British Columbia Development Col'f'?ration. This 
can be expected by those bumbling giants, who are etther too busy 
to be concerned or who just don't care. 
However, the college itself must prevent the educational and 
social (what little there is) life from stagnating and grinding to an 
abrupt halt. The college administrators must realize their respon-
sibility and act accordingly, or else there won't be much to move in 
three years. 
Don't forget today's students for the sake of tomorrow's 
students. 
The time has come for the student society to provide a service to 
the majority of students. What are the majority of students 
interested in? 
Entertainment. • 
Granted, there is a bit of entertainment at student council 
meetings the odd time, but there are no attractions around the 
college that appeal to anybody. 
That is why we suggest to the student society that they 
investigate such things as showing movies and films (good ones, 
old or new) at a reduced rate to see how much they would cost. 
If the price is reasonable then every effort should be made to 
obtain these kinds of attractions. Revenue could be brought in 
through ticket sales. 
Simon Fraser University has been running a very successful film 
festival every semester. Their program should be studi~. 
Of course, there would be a few snags. The D.C. student council 
does not have as much money as their Simon Fraser counterparts, 
and there could be difficulties in obtaining a suitable room, but 
something must be done to alleviate the dead atmosphere around 
the college. 
The student council should at least make an effort to check into 
such things and show that they are not merely safekeepers of the 
students' money, but a creative and concerned government as well. 
Some of our more loyal readers might have noticed a 
disconcerting aspect of The Other Press's column "Other 
Comer" .... Well .... if you haven't guessed yet~ will tell you. All 
the faces seem to be the same from week to week! 
Why is this you ask? 
It could be that they are the only students in this college who can 
give more than a non-committal grunt to a question posed by a 
thoroughly disillusioned Other Press reporter. 
We realize that there are more important things going on in the 
worfd than the "mundane events" at our little old "bland college", 
like the B.C. Pen, the middle east crisis, how drunk you got at the 
last disco ... 
When you criticize us for not doing a good job, please remember 
one thing; we are a reflection of what this college has become. 
What is that? You tell us. 
A~ON:CHAS.GIORDANO 
There are two small children playing in your office and they're 
making a mess. 'You should clean it up. 
___ [stall boxl---
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make 
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initi"'tive,c:onsoliclari+y in 
democro.hc qlltfntion "Viii prove 
o.n j wfo.pon. 
~-----------. jperspeetivel--~------~ 
We need your help 
The Other Press, along with all 
the other organizations funded 
by the Douglas College student 
society, will appear before the 
society executive this weekend to 
present their respective budgets. 
In light of the. recent atmos-
phere surrounding The Other 
Press (Pinion editorial, The 
Other Press seeks autonomy, 
Other Press editorial copy criti-
cizing Dave Johnston) we feel 
that we are going to be subjected 
to another conserted attack on 
our existence. For this reason we 
would like to invite any inte-
·rested persons to speak out, for 
or against, the necessity for a 
student newspaper. 
In order to continue producing 
a consistently high quality stu-
dent newspaper we need two 
things: sufficient funds, and 
student participation or support. 
Please show you care what 
happens to YOUR newspaper, 
and attend the council meeting 
Saturday, Feb. 4, 9:30a.m. 
January 31. 1978 P·IN lO 
Junkies like flew locale· 
by Myrtle Whlchester 
All of you New Westminster 
campus students out there must 
be really anxious to get moved to 
your new downtown location. I 
have heard a few nasty remarks 
made on the theme that a certain 
person had no right to assume 
that the students preferred the 
downtown location to other alter· 
natives, but I can't imagine why 
anyone would oppose it. Just 
think of the advantages! 
It is rumoured that a new 
course will be offered on the new 
campus, called "Creative Trans-
ferring". It is primarily for 
students who travel to classes by 
bus and the course content will 
cove£ all aspects of commuting 
from point AB to point DC while 
maintaining full control of his or 
her sanity. Most of the classes 
will be ractical experience, with 
the fuG cooperation of B.C. 
Hydro, and for the final exami-
nation the student is given 35 
cents and one transfer pass. To 
pass the course he (she, or it) 
must go from the downtown 
campus to the Riverview Mental 
Hospital, by bus, in less than 24 
hours. The student who is not 
instantly committed upon arrival 
will be awarded a B, and the 
student who transfers all his 
courses to SFU receives an A. 
I would recommend a similar 
course for drivers, which could 
be called "Creative Parking" or 
"Frustrations 101 ". The chal-
lenge you are offered trying to 
locate and secure a parking spot 
on New West campus now is very 
small indeed compared to the 
challenge you wilf have down-
town. 
But at least there is an 
alternative for this problem: New 
West has numerous beer par-
lours for drowning one's sorrows. 
Mind you, they aren't the nicest 
locations foe a social drink or two, 
but they hold unlimited potential 
for YOU, the Frustrated Driver ••• 
you will, after weeks of being 
unable to find a parking space 
and thus dropping into the 
Dunsmuir for a couple, b,ecome 
associated with "bad in-
fluences." These bad influences 
will eventually corrupt you to the. 
point where you quit school to . 
become a fuJI-time junkie, and 
subsequently have to sell your 
car. There, now that takes care of 
the parking problem. Easy, 
wasn't it? 
Which brings me to the point 
of atmosphere. Atmosphere is 
very important to an impres-
sionable young college student, a 
major part of the whole educa-
tional process. New Westminster 
is a very historical arid politically 
interesting little city, and you're 
going to be right in the heart of 
all that nostalgia. Very famous 
and great people walked those 
streets. Raymond Burr lived 
there, and so did Mark Vonnegut 
(under slightly difierent circum-
stances). So as you fight your 
way to class through the winos, 
junkies, and other general misfits 
who seem to congregate in New 
Westminster, you can think nice 
thoughts. 
Besides the bars though, there 
are many advantages and con-
veniences which will be available 
to the downtown students: res-
taurants, department stores, car 
lots and various professional 
services (yes, that too) for the 
student to spend great amounts 
of cash on. 
What? you aren't the offspring 
of a milliooaire who gives you a 
five grand a week allowance? 
Sad. That will be a terrible blow 
to the education concerned city 
council members .. .Maybe they 
won't want you after all. 
· Toking causes apathy 
Well here it is another shiny 
new semester and another bright 
new year. Those of you who have 
surrived the rigqrs of the holiday 
are probably now wondering 
what the rest of the world has 
been up to while you were eating 
turkey sandwiches. 
The results of the latest in-
depth marijuana study are origi-
nal, to say the least: Tokiog 
causes apathy. One example 
given was that a bard-core pot-
smoker loses interest in sex. This 
person would rather smoke than 
have sex. These are long-term 
effects however, and I'm not 
quite sure of the logic behind the 
conclusions. Just how long-term 
are the effects? Five years? Ten, 
25, or maybe even 60? And how 
old were the subjects when they 
acquired their apathetic habits? 
You should be starting to get my 
drift by now. With all due respect 
to our senior citizens, I think that 
some of them (say the ones over 
90) might choose a smoke rather 
than a romp in the hay. It takes 
slighdy less energy. 
On a different side of the coin, 
consider those unfortunate 
people living in Communist coun-
tries. We learn that they are 
constantly being fed outlandish 
propaganda, so that they will feel 
content in doing euctly what 
their country wants them to do. 
Now, I would tuNer say that 
Canada might as well be a 
· Communist country and that our 
government frequently uses un-
derhanded methods to manipu-
late its people. But someone else 
. might. 
What better way to discourage 
a U.O doing something 
th:::Otell them it will ruin their 
sex life? Unless, of course, the 
undesirable action or habit is 
concerned with sex, in which 
case the threat is blindness. But 
marijuana is used as therapeutic 
treatment of an eye disease, so 
why not apathy? 
If you're curious about other 
findings in marijuana studies, 
take note: An experiment was 
carried out on a number of 
squirrels in which they were 
forced to inhale the smoke from 
ten marijuana cigarettes 
("joints", dummy) a day. The 
researchers concluded that the 
cannabis ("pot", you idiot) in-
take caused the bushy-tailed 
beasts to ignore their natural 
self-preservation and survival in-
stincts and become ••• you 
guessed it, apathetic. In fact, the 
researchers discovered . that the 
squirrels would rather play with 
their nuts than store them. But 
nooe of the squirrels have lost 
their eyesight yet (though it is 
rumoured that several have been 
fitted with contact lenses). 
Although I hate to admit it, 
there just might be something to 
the Apathetic Theory. Look a-
round you ••• what do you see? 
Vacant smiles, vacant eyes, va-
cant skulls. Apathy is every-
where in 1978, and it's much 
more widespread than the Texas 
Flu. You'll see lots of it at 
Douglas College and everywhere 
else. Driving home today I hear 
'I'm Your Boogie Mao''. On FM 
radio. I was crushed. 
Whatever happened to the 
good ol days? Acid-dropping 
hippies, speed freaks, riots, de-
monstrations ••• oobody knew the 
meaning of the word "apathy" 
until chemicals became extinct 
and gave way to much too 
laid-back generation of pot-
heads. 
Aww shit, mao, who cares 
anyway ••• 
Control of funds urged · 
by Bill Bumham 
Last week I introduced the Idea 
of "Voluntary Refundable Fees" 
This week, let's look at "Direct 
Student Appropriation". 
Today, it seems as if students 
are getting shafted from all 
sides. This is especially true for 
students who are contributing 
financially to the Douglas College 
Student Society, that is, all of us. 
I am speaking specifically of 
how our Student Council exercise 
their responsibility of allocating 
our estimated SlOO,OOO activity 
fees. 
Anyone who has attempted to 
work through the Student Coun-
cil on any action, particularly 
having to do with requesting 
money, knows that , on certain 
occasions the whole outfit is 
better suited as a circus sideshow 
than as a sharpened tool honed 
for responsible action. 
One sees student groups, or-
gaoizations, clubs, associations 
(whatever the rage at the time) 
approach the council for funding. 
Time after time the council 
responds by playing games-con-
descending politics. 
Their rationale for approving 
certain budgets and dismissing 
others is very disconcerting to 
those of us who have witnessed 
their system of appropriation. 
Students must have direct 
control over how their money is-
allocated! 
After all, each one of us pays 
out, on the average, S12 a 
semester towards student activ-
ity fees. For those who attend the 
college for two years it adds up to 
a neat sum of $48, plus two 
years' interest. 
Your $48 plus, is then spent to 
offer you various services, re-
gardless whether you want or use 
them. As it is, the majority of the 
5,000 students, for one reason or 
another, can't be bothered with 
most of these services. 
Students would prefer services 
that meet their specific needs 
and interests. 
On registration day, each stu-
dent should indicate, on a printed 
form, what services he or she 
wants their money to go towards. 
This could all be handled with a 
minimum of fuss. 
The form might 1~ like this: 
Name 
Student number 
Major 
Number of courses 
Service A 
Service B 
Service c 
Total 100 
All that would be needed is 
some basic book work and direct 
student representation in budget 
allocations would be achieved. 
Council, are you listening? 
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What do you think of The Other Press going autonomous? 
Came Loy 
Fasbiotl sllllletd 
It's a good idea to expand the 
paper, if it helps. 
I think it is a good idea. I think 
everybody should separate from 
everything. 
I think it would be a good idea, 
because they wouldn't have to be 
subject to the wishes of the 
student council. And they would 
not have to worry about what the 
student society would like or 
would not like. 
]etmy Aoqewottillg 
. I don't care. 
Pag~ seve;-of the Other Press is reserved solely tor the 
purpose of correspondence and opinion. The views 
expressed on this page do not necessarily reflect those of 
this newspaper. . , 
All letters and opinions must be typed at a 60 stroke line, 
double spaced and bear the name of the writer for reasons 
of validity. Submissions which are not signed will not be 
published. Letters should be no more than 200 words in 
length, and opinion pieces should either be 450 or 900 
words in length due to space and layout requirements. 
We reserve the right to edit all letters and opinions for 
clarity and libel. Letters and opinions longer than specified 
will be edited to size. 1 Deadliae for submiss1ons is 4 p.m. Fridays. 
The Other CoN~er, which is usuaRy 011 this page, is a• 
opit~iotl poD cot~ducted by the Other Press i• the hopes of 
securit~g views 011 varyi•g topics from members of the 
coOege commut~ity who would t~ot ordit~arily come forth. If 
you are approached by a member of our staff totit~g a 
camera, please be receptjve--it's ot~ly their job. 
.,. _ 
DNA: The 'Secret of life' is the 
first of a nine-pari series on 
ge~~etic manipulation being pre-
se111ed by The Other Press m 
conjunction with Pacific News 
Service. 
The serialization is taken from 
the book, Who Should Play God? 
a Dell/Delacorle release. The 
serialization is written by ·Ted 
Howard and Jeremy Rjjkin of 
Pacific News Service, apd copy-
righted 1977 by the Center for 
Urban Education/Pacific News 
Service. 
T he year was 1953; the place a small "hut" in Cambridge, England. Two highly ambi-
tious and ima-
ginative scie(ltists, James Dewey 
Watson, a 25-year old American, 
·and Francis Crick, a British 
biologist, were huddling over a 
tinker-toy style model of spidery 
arms and interlocking metallic 
clamps. 
They tinkered all morning with 
the peculiar-looking contraption. 
Then, shordy before noon, the 
American and the Englishman 
glanced at one another, possess-
ed by the sublime excitement of 
stan~ in the presence of 
something that no man had ever 
before seen. 
By lunchtime Crick had drawn 
a great circle of his colleagues 
around him, "telling everyone 
within hearing distance that we 
had found the secret of life." 
Crick's and Watson's ann-
ouncement, offered with rather 
more scientific circumspection in 
the April 25, 1953, edition of the 
British journal Nature thoroughly 
transformed modem biology. Im-
mediately their discovery was 
hailed as the biological equival-
ent to the splitting of the atom. It 
was "the greatest achievement 
of science in the 20th century," 
claimed one British Nobel prize . 
winner • 
... command 
of both the 
evolutionary 
past and 
future ... 
Certainly the discovery of 
deoxyn'bose nucleic acid (DNA), 
the fundamental molecule of life, 
was one of the-epic discoveries in 
the history of scientific thought. 
Located along the chromo--
somes of the cell, the DNA 
molecule takes the shape of 
a long, twisting, double helix, a 
kind of microscopic spiral stair-
case. The steps of the staircase, 
called "basic units," are the 
most significant component of 
the structure and contain an 
endless variation of patterns that 
form the genes. The collective 
interaction of the genes directs 
the growth and development of 
-living organisms. 
String a few hundred genes 
together and the result might be 
a primitive bacteria. Hook a 
million genes together and some-
thing else will result-man or a 
woman, or an elephant, or an oak 
tree or a polar bear. 
Conceptually,_ DNA is a tiny 
computor, -miniaturized beyond 
Sony's wildest dreams. H all the 
DNA in the cells of a human 
being were unraveled and strung 
together, it would stretch the 
distance from the earth to the sun 
and back, 400 times. Yet, in its 
natural state, the DNA contained 
in a human being is so tighdy 
packed that it could fit into a cube 
measuring just one square inch 
on a side. 
a modem computor, 100 cubic 
miles in volume. 
All of these bits of DNA 
information spell out the crucial 
instructions that determine ev-
erything from the color of your 
eyes and the numbers of toes and 
fingers, to the size of the brain. It 
is these bits of genetic data that 
molecular biologists are now 
learning to read. Once having 
learned the letters of the alpha-
bet, they ultimately will be able 
quite simply, that the Biological 
Revolution, with its ability to 
manufacture and ·alter DNA in-
formation, stands in command of 
both the evolutionary past ~d 
future. No modification of any 
life form is outside the eventual 
technological capability of the 
new genetics. We have already 
progressed to the point, says Dr. 
Robertsinsheimer, chairman of 
the biology department of the 
California Institute of Technol-
ses and chemicals to come 
together and form life. At frrst, 
the organisms were barely on the 
·edge of the living-bacteria and 
algae. B_ut since that time, the 
rules of the game have remained 
the same: life growing and 
evolving, becoming increasingly 
complex, rising higher on the 
evofutionary scale through rare, 
but critical, mutations in genes. 
The awesome slowness of the 
process is difficult to compre-
hend. For 2 Y2 billion years, these 
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Programmed into this micro--
scopic data bank ..is an almost 
inconceivable amount of infor-
mation that spells out the biolo-
gical and chemical functions of 
life. A single thread of DNA 
located in just one human cell 
may house as much information 
as 1,000 books, each 600 pages 
thick. A teaspoon of DNA taken 
from a simple bacteria has been 
equated to the stor~e capacity of 
to write. 
Dr. Charles Price, former pres-
ident of the American Chemical 
Association, hypothesizes that 
since the DNA language on the 
simplist one-cell organism is 
exacdy the same DNA language 
that duplicates a human being, · 
then that one cell may have 
become the "progenitor of all life 
on earth." 
For the genetic engineer, that 
is a heady thought. It means, 
ogy, where genetic ~ngineering 
"makes available to us the gene 
pool of the planet-all of the 
genes developed in the varied 
evolutionary lines throughout the 
history of life-to reorder and 
reassemble as we see fit." 
It all began over three billion 
years age, in the primordial soup 
of the ocean. Something hap-
pened--cosmic radiation, per-
haps, or tremendous electrical 
sparks-that caused inorganic ga-
simple life forms were all that 
ex1sted amidst the life-sustaining 
water. Then 600 million years 
ago, the first invertebrates-fore-
runners of jelly fish, sponges, 
worms and snails-began to take 
shape from the bacteria and 
algae. 
Another 150 million years 
passed before fish and other 
vertebrates appeared. Fifty mil-
lion years later, another develop-
ment burst forth: fish began to 
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grow jawbones, making them the 
frrst creatures capable of biting 
and eating other life forms. More 
important, (from our perspective 
on the evolutionary ladder, at 
least) a new type of life, the 
lungfish, emerged. Capable of 
breathing air outside the water, 
Positive speculations onD NA 
and blessed with rnusded tins 
that could be used for walking, 
these lungfish eventually left the 
ocean to explore the land. 
Next carne the amphibians, 
350 million years age. Then carne 
the reptiles-snakes, liz'U'ds, cro-
codiles, turdes; their skin muta-
ting into sCaly hardness to permit 
survival in drier climates, 
After them the dinosaurs, the 
70-foot long, 85-ton behemoths, 
roamed the land, dominating the 
world for 150 million years. Next, 
the age of mammals, a new life 
form adapted to a drying and 
cooling climate, a climate that 
spelled extinction for the dino-
saur. 
Finally, just 2.5 million years 
ago, our closest ancestors, pre-
historic man, emerged from the 
apes. Not until 35,000 B.C. did 
"modem man" appear. More 
than 30,000 years later, what we 
call civilization began to take 
hold. 
Over these past three billion 
years, 100 million species have 
existed on this planet. Of those, 
98 million are now extinct. A-
mong the two million that remain 
today, only one, homo sapien (or 
"wise man"), has evolved to the 
point of being able to control and 
harness its own evolutionary 
future. 
The following is an interview significance of the research, and 
with Len Millis, M. Sc., Ph.D., possible problems. There is more 
biology instructor at Douglas to this than just the science from 
College, conducted by Other our point of view. The science 
press staff member Bill Cartier. doesn't appear to be the dan-
Millis was asked to comment Q1Z · gerous part. The scientists have 
the social implications of current their own self-regulating bodies 
research into genetic manipultr to some extent; the initial regu-
!Wn. lations which carne out were from 
-The Other Press: What do you the National Institute of Health, a 
see as some of the possible scientific body, presenting its 
benefits of the current research members with guidelines for 
into DNA manipulation, in parti- research. 
cular recombinant DNA? The individuals who need con-
-LeQIZard Millis: In terms of trol are the people involved in the 
science there are a lot of direct commercial production ": drugs 
benefits, in the way that this type who may not be under any 
of research helps us to under- commitment to follow guidelines. 
stand genetic mechanisms and The knowledge and equipment 
also the research might provide a needed to do this research is 
direct method for understanding readily available even to terrorist 
human heredity. groups. 
There are also many presumed , -T.O.P.: What type of self-
benefits to DNA research; just as regulation is currendy in effect, 
there are many presumed risks. and what kind of legislation do 
For example it has been sug- you feel is needed, if any? 
gested that this manipulation -Millis: In 1976, the National 
could increase the ability of an Institute of Health had discus-
organism to produce a particular sions about genetic research and 
material, which could improve carne out with a set of guidelines. 
the rate at which we could They restricted certain types of 
produce drugs resulting in chea- research which in their minds 
per pharmaceuticals for the pub- had very immediate or direct 
lie, and perhaps new pharma- dangers. In addition to that they 
ceuticals which we couldn't pro- set out guidelines for laboratory 
duce before. methods designed to contain the 
-T.O.P.: What are some of the materials, and they have also 
presumed disadvantages? made provisions for supervising 
-Millis: To my knowledge there the operations, in the sense of an 
have been no serious problems independant body reviewing all . 
which have arisen as a result of research within the laboratories. 
this genetic research, but there Since these guidelines were 
have been many serious criti- introduced this has become a 
cisms which suggest proglems very hot public issue, with dis-
such as world wide epidemics cussions taking place at nu-
caused by creating a new bac- rnerous levels of government. 
terial cell which never existed There are many potential areas 
before, or ecological disasters where research could be enacted, 
caused by producing organisms but the problem for the govern-
which have, perhaps, never ex- rnent is to define the research. H 
rnents by way of indirect grants 
to the universities. Thus in 
Canada most of the research is 
university orientated. 
-T.O.P.: So actually the govern-
ment does have a degree of 
control over die kind of research 
being carried out. They could 
theoretically refuse to fund what 
they might consider dangerous or 
inappropriate experimentation. 
-Millis: It has happened, but only 
in a situation where the quality of 
the work isn't good enough, or if 
the research does not seem to be 
producing results within a certain 
time frame. But their concern 
doesn't seem to center on the 
possible dangerous aspects of the 
work. _ 
~T.O.P.: Then it (the National 
Research Council) isn't really a 
political organization or a regu-
-Millis: Yes, because after all, 
the scientist is a citizen too; once 
he leaves the lab he has to accept 
political decisions along with the 
rest of us. 
It seeOlS like, in this type of 
question there would naturally be · 
a lot of criticism generated. In 
this case much of it comes from 
the scientists themselves. An 
outsider is not able to formulate 
qualified criticisms which would 
stimulate the type of research 
needed to cope with the potential 
negative aspects of the research. 
-T.O.P.: Do you think that the 
issue has become over-drama-
tized by the news media or the 
pressure groups? 
-Millis: I personally think that it 
(the coverage) has been a bit too 
sensational. Mainly because the 
political criticisms regarding the 
Many biologists welcome this 
possibility, seeing it as a great 
challenge that will enoble and 
preserve our species. "Modem 
progress in microbiology and 
genetics suggests that man can 
outwit extinction through genetic 
engineering," argues Cal Tech 
biologist James Bonner. "Gene-
tic change is not basically immor-
al. It takes place all the time, 
naturally. What man can do, 
however, is make sure that these 
changes are no longer random in 
the gigantic genetic lottery in 
nature ... Instead, he can control 
the changes to produce better 
individuals." 
is ted before and might throw something new comes up it might 
everything off balance. not be covered by existing legis-
-T.U.I!.: Are these disadvantages lation. That's why I think that the 
Len Millis Douglas College resident geneticist? 
Bonner's view is seconded by 
Dr. Joseph Fletcher, professor of 
medical ethics at the University 
of Virginia School of Medicine, 
who sees in genetic engineering 
the fulfillment of our cosmic role 
on earth. "To be men," he 
believes, "we must be in control. 
That is the first and last ethical 
word." Promises a third scien-
tist, our newly developed eugenic 
potential will lead humanity to "a 
growth of social wisdom and 
glorious survival-toward the ev-
olution of a kind of superman." 
But what, the non-believer 
might ask, constitutes a "super-
man"? Who will decide on the 
traits and attitudes these "better 
individuals" embody? Who a-
mong us will be in control of 
securing our evolutionary future, 
and the evolutionary future of the 
other animals and plants that 
willl be subject to genetic engin-
eering? And how can we be sure 
that in our tinkering and ftxing 
with three billion years of evol-
utionary wisdom, we do not 
inadvertendy join the other 98 
million species that have passed 
from the earth? 
real risks or are they extreme kind of body which regulates this 
possible outcomes sensationa- shouldn't be a stricdy political latory body of the type you were 
lized by opponents of genetic · · · h ld rtainl discussing? orgaruzatton; tt s ou ce y u!m- ld th · 
research? be politically based, but it should -1r~: No, I wou say at tt 
-Millis: I think they are specu- really be an independant body isn't a political organization. The 
lations, very obviously, but that th . , bj funds are administered by scien-
at ISO t su ect to pressure · d d · · b ed doesn't mean they aren't true f th . . th li ttsts, an any ects10ns are as 
rom e soenttsts or e po - th · tift · f th risks. I think the real problem on e soen tc rnents o e 
with this whole controversy is ticiansO p' H d tha h:'ects, not on the ecological 
-T. . .: ow o you suggest t th 'al · ks that there isn't adequate infor- thi body h uld fu · · oro er potentt ns · 
's s o nctton m Th uld be chan · th' 
mation about the dangers·, there ards h h h ld be ere co a ge m IS, 
reg to w o or w at s ou d th bl' isn't any research done into the ed? ue to e pu tc concern now 
potentials of transmission · in :~ 1~ shouid be able to being shown, but currendy it is 
material and say, possibilites of fro all f definitely not a regulatory body. 
receive input rn sectors o Th eed these organisms adapting to ey may n a seplU'llte a-
our society: the scientists, eco- d al 'th th' (p bl ) conditions outside the laboratory • f gency to e Wl ts ro ern · logical groups, business and o T. 0 p Do th'nk th th itself. There isn't enough infor- h - · · .: you t at e 
course, t e government. It · tift · h ll mation for even the scientists to soen tc cornrnuruty as a we 
should also, as some people have d 1 ped · · ). udge what the true risks are. eve o consctence as tt were; suggested, have the ability to f 'b'l' th · Again this applies to the advan- a sense o responst 1 tty to err 
taaes; there are possibilities of actions? 
gaining a better understanding "There isn 't -Millis: Yes, not so much because 
about cancer, or of producing they have the control, but more 
more abundant food crops. These d in that they understand what 
ideas are positive, while other a equate they are doing and should be in a 
speculations are going to be better position to predict some of 
negative. • 1-f. • the consequences. 
-T.O.P.: Besides the possible lRJ OrmatlOR -T.O.P.: The scientists are the 
dangers to society do you see this only ones who can possibly 
as a controversy over the amount about tL ~ understand then, and not the 
of control the public, through I W politicians. 
government, should have over d -Millis: That's true about much 
the scientists? angers. " of today's science, especially in 
-Millis: I do see this as a defmite an area like molecular biology. 
issue; science historically has Unless you are trained in that 
taken the approach that they are carry out research into possible · area it would be very difficult to 
searching tor information but probleOtS involved with the ex- J assess the problems and options. 
they are not completely immune perirnents. In this manner we I think it necessarily falls on the 
from the consequences of their could ensure positive, informed scientist to take the most respon-
actions. Any restrictions put on regulations. sibility, not so much for the 
them should be enacted carefully -T.O.P.: Where is most of the experiments themselves, but for 
and most of the restrictions research in Canada done? Would informing the public as to the 
should be internal whereby the it be carried out by private possible consequences of his 
scien ists themselves would de- laboratories or by universities? experimental research. Once in-
cide on what research they would -Millis: Most of the research is formed, the public can then make 
or wouldn't undertake. government funded in one way or some decisions as to whether or 
-T.O.P.: Why should it be the another. In Canada, most of it is not they want to encourage cer-
Next week, part 2 - "Recom- scientists? · funded by the National Research tain kinds of research. 
·binant DNA: A modern day -Millis: Well, presumably they Council, and only secondly -T.O.P.: Is that the limit, to 
Chimera". ~ are the best informed about the through the provincial govern- inform the public and let them r.-----------============~· ~~ --~'-==~~----~~------------------------------~d~ide] 
potential hazards have not al-
ways been well founded and 
perhaps premature legislation 
could be more detrimental than 
later controls. I don't think that 
the hazards are so immediate. 
-T.O.P.: You refer often to self-
regulation by the scientific com-
munity. Will they be able to 
move in the direction needed to 
engage in "non-productive" re-
search into the adverse potential 
of their work? 
-Millis: Let me answer it this 
way .. .It has been suggested that 
if we left this recombinant DNA 
alone and used other techniques 
of research to get information we 
might come up with an under-
standing of cancer or other prob-
lems being looked at, perhaps a 
litde more slowly, but more 
safely. That is a valid criticism, 
but on the other hand I don't 
think that there is any way of 
preventing this information from 
corning out. I personally don't 
think that this represents much 
of a hazard; we have lived 
through this type of problem ever 
since science began. 
It is a difficult problem, with-
out an "ideal" solution. How-
ever, I personally have a lot of 
confidence in nature in dealing 
with organisms, that is we have 
been exposed to a lot of organ-
isms and viruses and they have 
been exposed to us. This ex-
change of genetic information 
has been going on for a long time 
without our knowledge, and al-
though we are creating this 
exchange in a laboratory situta-
tion I don't feel that it is a uniq~e 
exchange; it has been going for 
millions of years. The hazards of 
this are not as . great as sug-
gested. 
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Student nursing program 
c ommunity col-leges exist for the sole pur-pose of ser-
ving the com-
munity. And Douglas College 
faculty are proud of the fact that 
not only do they serve the com-
munity well with continuing edu-
cation courses such as the health 
course offered at the Royal 
Columbian HeJath Unit but they 
also provide a unigue p~ of 
nursmg unlike any other m B.C. 
They have a unique health 
program not only in the nursing 
program but also in the con-
tinuing education courses offered 
at the Royal Columbian Hospital/ 
D.C. Educational Centre which 
serves the community through 
the school, both of which are 
unlike any other in B.C. 
All o.ther n~~ programs in 
B.C. etther tram licensed prac-
tical nurses, registered nurses or 
health care aids. Sheila Thomp-
son, director of the health sel'-
vi:es division at D.C., comments 
on the program. 
"We have a layered program 
which includes aU three pro-
grams in one. It is an experi-
mental program and the only one 
of its type that has been okayed 
in the province ... 
The program runs for two 
years at which time the student 
becomes either a registered or 
psychiatric nurse. But after- one 
year in the program the student 
can become a licensed practical 
nurse by writing an examination 
to obtain their license. Even after 
four months, students can leave 
the program to become nurses' 
aids. 
"We're really very happy a-
bout this program. It offers aU 
sorts of advantages to people," 
Thompson said. 
It was started three years ago 
with a new criteria for admis-
sions. It wasn't necessary to have 
"More people 
drop out 
because of 
unrealistic 
ideals about 
nursing." 
grade 12 education and two 
sciences. There were 75 students 
accepted from 580 who applied 
for the program who were se-
lected proportionately from three 
groups: those who received 
grade 12 education and com-
pleted two sciences; those who 
had completed grade 12 but 
didn't have the sciences; and 
those who had not completed 
grade 12. 
This grouping experiment was 
done to allow people who wanted 
to enter the nursing field to do so 
without being held back because 
of a lack of prerequisites. Many 
people who wanted to nurse and 
who may really enjoy it could 
then have the opportunity to do 
so without any restrictions. It 
also allowed more mature people 
who may not have received their 
grade 12 to enter the nursing 
field without being discouragec:f 
at the thought of school. Also 
people who may have had ex-
perience working in a hospital 
and who know what it's like to 
nurse but who may not have 
successfully completed the pre-
requisites, cOuld now ha, ·· the 
opportunity to enter their desired 
field. 
This was an experiment to see 
how the three different groups 
would manage in relation to each 
other and where prosp<:!Ctive 
nurses could be found, whether 
h'om the straight academics of 
high school sciences or from the 
practical experience gained from 
hospital work or eveiyday life. 
A follow-up study is being 
done on the gradua~ classes to 
test the results 
ments, Thompson said. 
The follow-up will be done in 
three parts: a stx month report; a 
one year report; and a two year 
report. 
The original research from 
previous graduating classes is 
being held in retention. The 
research includes success in the 
course and success on the job. 
They found no difference be-
tween the three groups in the 
first graduating class, as far as 
dropouts and marks were con-
cerned. In the second and third 
years there was a higher dropout 
rate. which Thompson said, may 
have resulted from the fact that 
the students in the second and 
third year classes were a lot 
younger than those in the first. 
Just how many students are 
working is yet to be seen. 
"More people drop out be-
cause of unrealistic ideals about 
nursing. One of the hardest 
things to do is to let people find 
out if they want to do the job of 
nursing. The job isn't aU that 
easy. For that reason, I would 
like to give a two week orien-
tation course on nursing." 
Thompson feels that people 
who have worked in a hospital of 
some sort before they enter the 
program are the least likely to 
drop out. They know what the job 
is like and they don't hold any 
false images of it." 
"The nursing program is very 
heavy. They have to work very 
hard. Many are married and have 
trouble moving around. I some-
times think it's a survival of the 
fittest," she said. 
Sheila Thompson is very en-
thusiastic about the nursing pro-
gram. "One of my ambitions is to 
get the nursing program on a 
part-time basis to make it avail-
able for people who already work 
in a related profession." 
At present there are four 
nursing programs offered at 
Douglas College which they have 
to expand over the next few 
years. 
The major concentration of 
nursing is in Surrey and New 
Westminster. Both Surrey Me-
morial Hospital and the Royal 
Columbian Hospital are in direct 
co-operation with Douglas Col-
lege. The students gain their 
practical expex:_ience from the 
hospitals which takes up about 50 
per cent of their program time. 
The nursing program also sends 
people out to hospitals in places 
closer to where they may live, 
like White Rock or Langley. The 
psychiatric nurses get practical 
experience at Essondale Hospi-
tal. 
Thompson said that more 
people seem to prefer registered 
nursing to psychiatric nursing 
which has caused a great demand 
for nurses in the psychiatric ; :eld. 
Post-psychiatric nursing pro-
grams are being offered for those 
psychiatric nurses who want an 
upgrading in their faeld. These 
courses are offered on a swing 
shift basis on the New West-
minster campus. "They've occa-
sionally offered psychiatric 
courses in Coquitlam but the 
problem is that they can't offer 
swing shift courses on the cam-
pus because of a lack of space. 
Also, the nurses prefer them at 
New Westminster because it ~ a 
centre. Once they've worked aU 
day at Essondale, they don't 
want to go home then have to 
come aU the way back again," 
Thompson said. 
A nurses' aid program has 
been started this semester. This 
is also offered on the ladder 
basis. Once the four month 
course has been completed the 
student may leave to work and 
come back at any time to enter 
the second semester of the 
nursing program. They can then 
either complete the two year 
program as a registered or 
psychiatric nurse or just finish 
the one year program to become 
a licensed practical nurse. 
The present plans for the · 
health services department looks 
at things Douglas College needs 
a lot of. According to Sheila 
Thompson they want to group aU 
the health programs together and 
treat them as a unit. She feels 
health courses are all related in 
different ways, especially in the 
communications area, as there is 
a basis for it in aU health oriented 
fields. 
Once the college moves to the 
permanent campus downtown, 
New Westminster will become 
the health centre for Douglas 
College, Thompson said. They 
are hoping for a lot more spe-
cialty programs at this time, such 
as radiology and others. She is 
also hoping for training programs 
such as psychiatric aids and 
dietary aids. 
A new program will be starting 
in March for a clerical health 
worker of which 20 people will be 
admitted. Thompson feels this 
· type of program will make the 
person more employable. 
There is no program offered 
yet at Douglas College for a 
nurse practitioner, although 
there are some working in B.C. 
"In the more remote places of 
the north there is a need for these 
types of nurses. They can take 
the place of a doctor when there 
is a lack of them and they can 
act like assistants to the do·-
ctor." 
The dental program is another 
important . part of the health 
division. They offer two · pro-
grams a year and they want it 
greatly eXpanded. The chairside 
assistant course is offered on the 
Coquitlam campus. 
The dental assistant program 
started about three or four years 
course is being offered for dentai 
assistants already in the work 
force. This is primarily for those 
students already working for 
dentists who have had no formal 
training except by the dentists 
themselves. This course will 
allow ~m to become certifaed 
and do a lot more jobs which will 
relieve the routine duties of the 
dentist. Becoming certified will 
also increase pay. 
Sheila Thompson said they are 
hoping .to get a dental hygiene 
program. At the moment it is 
offered as a three year program 
in university, the first year being 
in arts and sciences. In Alberta 
and Ontario, she commented, the 
program is only for two years and 
Douglas College is hoping for a 
two year program with a degree 
offered at the university level. 
Universities must work in co-
operation with colleges by of-
fering degree programs, and as 
they are already offering degrees 
in nursing they should also offer 
them in dental hygiene. 
According to Thompson, there 
is also no program offered for a 
dental nurse anywhere in B.C., 
although there is one in Saskat-
~---------r-.~~----------~~ 
ago, when dentists came from 
Surrey asking for certified dental 
assistants. Two basic programs 
are offered a year, each con-
taining about 24 students. 
Universities 
must work in 
co-operation 
with colleges 
The college has been given 
access to a permanent dental 
clinic that serves Essondale. 
Each student brings in their own 
patients and works on them. 
A one ni~t a week upgrading 
chewan. The duties of dental 
people are legislated by law. 
Auxilliaries can do jobs which are 
time-consuming to the dentist. ' 
This will allow the dentist to do 
more specialized jobs. 
Another thing Thompson 
would like to see is more men in 
the medical programs. Up to now 
there has been a random selec-
tion of applicants for programs 
with a preference given to stu-
dents already taking courses at 
Douglas College. She would like 
t() see a quota system used, 
which would be a compulsory 
percentage of males to females 
admitted in the programs. 
"I don't think there has been a 
graduating male yet. It must be 
the females' nuturant self which 
compels them to taking care of 
people. But men also have their 
nurturant side. You see many 
men in the teaching or coun-
selling professions. Since orderly 
programs have been eliminated 
in hospitals, the number of men 
working as nurses or orderlies 
has also 'dropped'." Thompson 
said. 
The problem with the quota 
system is that some women may 
be better suited to the program 
. . . ' . 
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than men, or vice-versa, and if 
the man gets in it isn't really fair. 
Throughout the college there is 
a "threshold policy." Everyone 
must attain a certain level to be 
accepted into the program. 
Sheila Thompson is also con-
cerned about women and the 
fields they enter. "I don't like 
women getting into low-paying 
jobs," she said. "Health related 
jobs pay well and they have a 
certain status to them. They also 
seem to appeal to the nurturant 
side of women. 
Thompson is very proud of the 
medical services at Douglas Col-
lege. 
"The good thing about the 
medical profession is that it's a 
mobile job. A person can always 
move up the ladder." 
The Royal Columbian/Douglas 
College Educational Centre is 
also unique in B.C. 
It is the only centre in B.C. ~ 
where community consultants · 
and educational centres work in 
cooperation to provide the com-
munity with essential services. 
The purpose of the centre i~ to 
provide general health courses 
for the public and to provide 
specialized courses for health 
practitioners. 
The courses are in the forms of 
lectures and seminars on such 
things as nutrition for the general 
public and medical technology 
for medical practitioners. 
The centre, situated at the 
Royal Columbia hospital, is joint-
ly funded by the Royal Colum-
bian hospital and Douglas Col-
lege with most of the courses 
being paid by course fees. 
It conducts evaluation studies 
and does research projects for 
continuing health programs. It's 
and independant centre run by a 
board of directors. 
The centre was started in 1976 
with three general interest 
courses and they have now 
expanded that to five courses. 
Kathy Oark, the division com-
munity consultant, said the pro-
gram is the only one of its kind in 
B.C. and she isn't aware of 
anything similar to it in Canada 
or the U.S.A. 
They have set three goals for 
this year, she said. 
First, to expand offerings to 
the general public, second to 
offer courses to a wider variety of 
health workers and third, to write 
some articles for the centre and 
publication to make the public 
more aware of the centre and 
what it is doing. 
"The community college is 
working together with various 
health consultants to provide a 
service to the public," Clark 
said. 
Two credit programs are of-
fered at the centre, the Commu-
nity Psychiatric Program and the 
Nursing Administration Pro-
gram. Oark said these two pro-
grams are in the process of being 
phased out to be revised. 
"I don' t know when they'll be 
updated, but there is a great 
demand for these programs." 
Last year the centre took over 
these two programs from the RC 
hospital. They are limited to 
post-basic or continuing educa-
tion programs. 
They are expanding to other 
health working groups and they 
are prepared to offer any conti-
nuing education programs. 
The centre has made a propo-
sal to the ministry of education 
for funds for a program called the 
Clinical Traineeship Program for 
registered nurses. It may take a 
year to get it off the ground, 
Clark said. 
"We're here as a resource to 
respond to commu~ity needs. Up 
to now we've been initiating pro-
grams. We would be delighted if 
people came to us with requests 
for courses." 
The Clinical Traineeship Pro-
gram will offer courses for regi-
stered nurses to give them an 
upgrading in certain fields. 
Courses such as CPR ( cardio 
pulmonary rescusitation) and la-
bor education are proposals for 
the program. "We're already 
offering courses such as these 
but there is a tremendous need 
for courses such as these and we 
need the proper equipment and 
more organization." 
Oarke hopes that with a new 
''patient 
teachi'!g" 
which deals 
wiih stroke 
• patrents 
·budget they -will have more staff. 
H not, she feels that they will be 
iimited in what they will do in the 
program. 
The committee will soon bring 
the budget proposal for the 
traineeship to the Council of 
College Principals. 
The committee is made up of 
three registered nurses, Kathy 
Clark, and one member from 
BCIT. 
According to Oark, the com- -
mittee has had encouraging res-
ponses to the proposals to help 
get the go-ahead with the pro-
gram. "The basic interest of the 
project is to give nurses an 
opportunity to come back to the 
hospital to develop their skills 
and achieve certain objectives 
they feel they need. We give 
them a chance to do this with the 
supervision of nurses and staff." 
This is the first time a proposal 
has been put in, Clarke said. 
They hope to know by the end of 
June. H it goes ahead they will 
hire a full time coordinator for 
the project. 
At present they offer courses 
from the following series: "pa-
tient teaching" which deals with 
stroke patients, the staff-nurse 
series; and the psychiatric nur-
sing update. 
There seems to be a trend in 
the United States that is moving 
into Canada to make 1it compul-
sory to take a certain number of 
credits in continued education 
before becoming a member of a 
certain asstK:iation or practice as 
a nurse. 
Clarke comments on this, "I'm 
opposed to it, you cannot make 
adults learn. They learn what 
they feel they need to learn." 
"The people promoting this 
idea are concerned with incom-
petence in health care. They feel 
the thing to do is to make it 
available to those involved in 
health care situations such as _ 
firemen, and those working in 
the emergency area of the hospi-
tal. 
" Many people in the general 
public could learn from this type 
of course," Oarke said. The 
centre is there to establish a 
means of making information 
available to health workers and 
the general public· through the 
colleges. 
. . . , . .. ~ .. ". , 
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AlB moves for women 
OTTAWA (CPA-CUP) --The 
Anti-Inflation Board throttled im-
portant breakthroughs for the 
labour movement in child care 
and maternity leave provisions 
for women workers, according to 
Canadian Labour Congress exe-
cutive vice-president Shirley 
Carr. 
"There were many things we 
were on the threshold of gaining 
in collective bargaining, such as 
child care and maternity leave," 
Carr told reporters following a 
CLC-sponsored conference of 
women trade unionists. "But all 
of that got wiped out when wage 
controls came in." 
Grace Hartman, president of 
the Canadian Union of Public 
Employees, said it was "pretty 
difficult" to convince people in 
the trade union movement to 
fight for women's rights when 
Women 
unionists 
to make 
• gatns 
OTTAWA(CUP) -If anything is 
certain about the outcome of a 
conference on women trade u-
nionists sponsored by the Cana-
dian Labour Congress Jan. 12-14, 
it is that the 400 delegates 
returned to their locals more 
determined than ever to make 
gains in both the labour market 
and the union movement. 
The delegates - both women 
and men - participated in fifteen 
different workshops on bargain-
ing, health and safety, equal pay 
for work of equal value, equal 
opportunity, organizing the un-
organized and other issues of 
concern to women trade union-
ists. 
They emerged with concrete 
suggestions on how to get women 
more involved in the trade union 
movement and how to win battles 
for equal pay and union repre-
sentation. 
Although delegates and spea-
kers expressed dissatisfaction 
with the enforcement of equal 
pay legislation in' various pro-
vinces, a concensus emerged that 
women trade unionists should 
continue, the fight for legislation 
prohibiting discrimination in 
wage rates on the basis of sex. 
The union movement itseU 
came in for criticism, as dele-
gates pointed out examples of 
sexist attitudes in trade union 
leaders. But the consensus that 
emerged was that women must 
heighten their activity in trade 
unions to bust the stereotypes 
and continue the fight for equa-
lity. 
As one delegate put it, "the 
men need the women as much as 
we need the men in the union. 
We need you and all union 
members." 
Some delegates suggested that 
women could become more in-
volved in the union movement if 
daycare facilities were provided 
at local union meetings. Others 
pointed out that women who 
wished to become activists must 
shuck the traditional domestic 
role to which a male-dominated 
society has assigned them. 
anti-inflation guidelines did not 
allow wage increases to even 
keep pace with the cost of living. 
Carr said there had been 
"thousands and thousands of 
dollars" spent on job evaluation 
programs in an effort to equalize 
equality in pay between men and 
women, and men have agreed to 
give up major increases to win 
the goal. 
"But you have the rankest kind 
of thing happening, where it goes 
to the AlB and they say 'sorry 
baby'." 
Hartman referred to 'other 
cases where, after job evalua-
tions had been done and em-
ployers agreed to give women 
larger wage increases than al-
lowed under the anti-inflation 
guidelines, the wage increases 
had been rolled back. 
Anti-inflation regulations allow 
wage increases larger than pro-
vided for under AlB guidelines if 
the purpose of the increases are 
to eliminate sex discrimination. 
The problem of unemployment 
among women was also focussed 
·. on in remarks to reporters. 
Mary Eady, assistant director 
of the recently-created women's 
bureau of the CLC, said it was 
difficult to get Statistics Canada 
to show a real breakdown of 
unemployment by sex. · 
But based on available infor-
mation, she said, women ac-
counted for 48 per cent of the 
unemployed but only 40 per cent 
of the workforce. 
Data on unemployment among 
women was difficult to obtain 
because many women who are 
discouraged at being unable to 
find a job leave the labour force 
to become homemakers, she 
said. 
Women workers 
benefit all 
OTTAWA (CPA-CUP) --The 
union movement has a key role to 
play in advancing the status of 
women because improvements 
for women workers benefit all 
workers, according to the ~air­
person of the Advisory Council 
on the Status of Women. 
In her keynote address to the 
Canadian Labour Congress' 
trade union women's conference 
Jan. 12, Yvette Rousseau told 
more than 400 unionists that it is 
necessary for women to organize 
separately in their trade unions 
to ensure their point of view is 
heard and to represent their 
interests in negotiations. 
"All too often, the situation 
inside unions is the same as what 
is found on the labour market," 
Rousseau, a former union organi-
zer, said. _ 
"Women are under-represen-
ted in the various union struc-
tures. Even in unions composed 
mainly of women, men are often 
in the majority in the local 
executive. In the great majority 
of cases, the negotiatiors are 
men," she said. 
To this day, unions have not 
proven their ability to defend the 
interests of women and to reduce 
in~ualiti~s in salary levels, she 
said. 
Rousseau said problems the 
union movement should consider 
are that: 
-The wage gap between men 
and women is increasing, rather 
than decreasing; 
-Women are concentrated in 
areas that are less well-paid than 
those in which men work; 
-The principle of equal pay for 
work of equal value often forgets 
the fact that women are concen-
trated in job ghettos. "What is 
the principle of equal pay for 
work of equal value worth if there 
is no one but women working in a 
particular sector?'' 
--Women who wish to become 
active in unions or advance their 
careers through courses are 
faced with "double days": the 
first as a worker, the second as a 
homemaker, which makes it diffi-
cult for women to advance; and 
that 
-Women have made little real 
advance in filling more admini-
strative or managerial positions 
in the federal public service, 
despite government promises to 
increase the percentage of wo-
men in top posts. 
. . ... . . ~ . 
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Reveen 
Reveen enchants 
Q. E. spectators 
a mysterious 
success. 
"A rather 
interesting 
on hate." 
-THE 
by Moriamte McKave 
A bare light shone onto the 
centre stage of the Queen Eliza-
beth Theatre on Sunday night. 
Within moments, it was filled 
with the presence of a huge 
bearded man in a tuxedo with 
tails. Was he an Australian 
version of Wolfman Jack? Look 
again. It was Reveen, the hypno-
tist. 
The audience seemed almost 
in a hypnotic state when Re-
veen's voice filled the room with 
his loud, distinctive voice. 
Hypnosis is a very serious, 
scientific process, he explained 
to the audience. But by the end of 
the show, this definition seemed 
to have litde relevance. 
The stage had been filled with 
volunteers and either by chance 
they were all talented actors, or 
Reveen's art of hypnosis holds 
true. 
Reveen is not new to Van-
couver, in fact, he has played 
here every year since 1961. It 
took him awhile to establish 
himself. 
In these earlier years, the 
Canadian Society of Qinical Hyp-
notism wanted to ban him and as 
a result, he was forced to fde for 
bankruptcy. 
But he kept coming back. It 
took him about three years to put 
himself back into a good position. 
Then again, while doing a magic 
show here in May of 1971, a 
creditor charged him under a 
civil statute, The Arrest and 
Imprisonment for Debt Act. Once 
again, he plunged, only to resur-
face. 
Now he feels that he has 
learned from his past and gave a 
rather interesting 'sermon' on 
hate in his show. 
"Hating someone, my friends, 
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always comes back harder on the 
hater." 
Reveen's act is what might be 
called a family act. His blonde 
wife, Coral, assists him through-
out the performance in a se-
quined gown that conjured up a 
few whisdes - until Reveen 
introduced her, and remarked, 
"You couldn't handle it." 
Also running around on stage 
assisting Reveen were his four 
teenage sons, who also spent the 
intermission selling his records, 
which sold out fast. 
Reveen reappeared for the 
second half of the show dressed 
this time in red. After spending 
the ftrst half of the show sorting 
through the volunteers to choose 
the most adaptable, the real 
show began. 
"This is my favorite act," he 
commented, as he demonstrated 
his technique of 'playing' with 
the ftve senses. The audience 
watched a young girl bury her 
nose in a raw onion - thinking it 
was a rose - and a man calmly 
eating a peeled lemon, thinking it 
was indeed a fresh, Okanagan 
peach. 
During a circus act, one man 
slithered across the stage as ~ 
seal, bouncing a ball on his nose. 
Another stripped down to the 
waist, and lifted a plastic weight, 
with one hand. 
The opera would never be 
ready for some ·of Reveen's 
volunteers, as he induced the 
idea that they were al) stars of 
the opera. Bellowing away, the 
audience was entertained by 
such songs as "Blue Suede 
Shoes" and a couple of "Santa 
Lucias", not to mention a version 
of "Jingle Bells". 
His frnale was nothing short of 
comical. Saying goodbye and 
shaking hands with his volun-
teers; he gave them all one last 
role. 
Before reaching their seats, 
the men turned around, beat 
their chests, and yelled "Me 
Tarzan!" 
The women ran back on stage 
to attack 'Mick Jagger', who was 
really only one of the small, but 
excited, Reveens. 
One man, who was told to 
build a sandcasde on the stairs of 
the stage, almost resorted to 
violence, so it seemed, when the 
volunteers leaving kept kicking it 
down. 
Finally, for about 15 minutes, 
the highlight of the show, the 
bald man (who had also eaten the 
lemon and lifted the weight) held 
himself against the theatre wall, 
thinking it was a bursting dyke, 
and screamed wildly all the 
while, "Help _me,_ Reveen! The 
dam is bursting!" 
With a word to snap out of it, 
the man stepped back from the 
wall, looked startled for a mo-
ment, and then calmly went back 
to his seat. 
Nothing gross, nothing vulgar. 
That's what Reveen promised. 
Yet the idea of watching un-
known people do strange things 
produced a comedy and enter-
tainment that at the same time, 
thoroughly amazed the audience. 
Reveen, the 'Impossibilist', dis-
played an overwhelming show 
with hypnotism. 
He closed his show with gene-
rous 'thank yous', and a promise: 
''If you're not doing anything the 
last week of January, 1980, come 
and see my show. That's when 
I'll be back." 
A quick smile, and he was 
gone. 
Schumacher's last 
work perplexing 
A guide for the perplexed by E.F. 
Schumacher. $10.95 Hardcooer. 
Published by Fitzhenry and 
Whiteside Limited Ontario. 
by Bill Cartier 
Schumacher's latest and last 
work after Small is Beautiful, is 
very appropriately tided. One 
cannot help but notice his switch 
from objective apprec_iation of 
religion to the seemingly enligh-
tened viewpoint of the newly 
converted. It leaves me more 
than slighdy perplexed. 
Religion aside, this book is a 
well written, sensitive critique of 
the all-embracing technocratic 
philosophies which the modern 
world so fondly embraces. This 
"materialistic Scientism" is seen 
as the primary contribution to the 
economic, social and moral di-
lemmas we now ftnd ourselves 
in. The Cartesian rejection of all 
idea.S which are not "distinct, 
precise, and certain beyond any 
reasonable doubt" is itself re-
jected by Schumacher, in his 
explanation of the Two Great 
Truths, the Four Levels of Being, 
and the Four Fields of Know-
ledge. 
"To enhance our Level of Being, 
we have to adopt a lifestyle 
conducive to such enhancement, 
which means. one that will grant 
our lower nature no more atten-
tion and care than it requires ... " 
In a society where philosophy 
is considered a "subject" to be 
studied in university, not as a 
prerequisite to achieving a high 
"quality of life", and where 
university is considered as a , 
ticket to a job, I fmd it incredible 
that such a book can gain this 
much popularity. 
In this slim (140 pages) volume 
SchWilltCher has captured the 
essence of our "everyman's" 
modern perplexities. The book is 
expecially relevant for university 
students, who are told that they 
must be at school for a "pur-
pose"; the love of learning isn't 
enough. The author doesn't give 
us the answers, only a set of 
directions, a map if you will, on 
where to ftnd them. 
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Theatre 
department 
expects busy season 
by Marianne McKave 
Students in the theatre depart· 
ment of Douglas College are 
going to be super busy this 
semester. They have already 
performed on the New West· 
minster campus as a part of the 
"new student orientation days", 
held last week, and they have 
also begun rehearsing a one-act 
play, The Merchant. This is a 
Roman comedy which will be 
staged in the student lounge in 
Surrey early in March. More 
about that later. 
A major production, Cruel 
Tears, will be presented at the 
Burnaby Art Center April 13 to 
16th. 
A highly ~ua:essful production 
of this play was stapd at the 
VIIDCOUft!' East Cultural Center 
as a of the Habitat festival in 
t976.i:ter, an Arts Oub produc-
tion of the play toured Canada 
and came tpin to Vancouver in 
t9n. 
Susan Mertens of the Van-
CO\net Sun descnbed the play as 
a delisht. 
Considered by some critics to 
be a 'country opera', the play 
was written in the idiom of 
country and western music, and 
the touring production included 
the -well-known band, 'Hum-
phrey and the Dumptrucks •• 
On Friday, Febrwuy JO at 8:00 
p.m., and again on Sunday, 
February 12, at 2:00 p.m., audi-
tions will be held on the Surrey 
campus, in the student lounge, 
for this musical play. 
There is a cast of 1 S, with most 
roles requiring singing ability. 
Any students interested in 
becoming involved should plan to 
attend auditions either February 
10 or 12. 
The theatre department is 
located on the Coquitlam cam-
pus, and is headed by Dorothy 
Jones. 
"We would like, if at all 
possible, to raise funds for a new 
studio," said Jones. "The stu-
dents feel very isolated where 
they are." 
Although they have plenty of 
room and facilities where they 
are located out in Coquitlam, the 
atmosphere for a department 
such as theatre seems to be 
lacking. 
"We are very fortunate to have 
the amount of space that we do 
have to work in," she com-
mented. "But the students seem 
to feel as if the ~hole atmosphere 
is one of isolation and this is not 
the proper mood for a theatre 
group. It is hard for them to get 
motivated here." 
"Theatre programs need ex-
ternal contacts, some kind of 
exposure. The students put on 
small presentations at the Co-
quitlam campus occasionally, but 
we draw very small audiences, 
which is kind of to be expected, 
because for one, there are not 
many studen.ts there, and second 
of those that attend, there seems 
to be litde interest among 
them." 
The theatre students are also 
conscious of the location of the 
Coquitlam campus as a whole. 
''We find it a litde hard to 
draw large crowds to come out to 
an institution to watch a play. 
There might be so~hirur a little 
psychoJosical aboutth;t!• 
Jones also commented on the 
theatre action of downtown Van-
couver. 
"Vancouver is the center of 
theatrical exhtbitions, and we 
occasionally go on field trips to 
some of the theatres. It's quite a 
di~~ from Coquitlam." 
wnen the group performed in 
New Westminster last week, they 
realized even more the isolation 
back in Coquitlam. 
··Ute tbeatre students were 
thrilled to be in the New West-
minster campus," Jones cOm-
mented. "Here, they were a-
mong a student body which was 
larger by far, and as they 
suggested, felt more 'alive'. 
They were very conscious of the 
fact that t6ey really seemed to fit 
in here." 
One of the more distinct prob-
lems of their location is the 
separation of the theatre depart-
ment and the music department, 
which is located on the New 
Westminster campus. 
"Music and theatre nanirally 
go together. Yet both of these 
fine arts programs are on dif-
ferent campuses, isolated from 
each other. Both departments 
could benefit and strengthen if 
they could be united, or at least 
brought closer together." 
"The theatre students are 
lucky, and seem grateful for the 
space which we have been al-
lotted," she added. "But I can't 
help but notice in them how 
much the isolation out in Coquit-
lam affects them." 
Tom MacBeath as jack Sprat at the David Y.H. W. 
A· model prisoner 
is only a small imitation 
by Gord lsfe/d 
.. A model prisoner is only a 
small imitation of the real 
thing," states Jack Sprat's one-
time cell mate. Yet by the end of 
the second and final act, Jack still 
doesn't really understand what 
he meant. 
Set in the not-so-model city of 
Vancouver, the not-so-model 
characters in the New Play 
Centre production of Jack Sprat, 
which opened Monday night at 
the David Y .H. Lui Theatre, have 
difficulty seeing themselves as 
anything other than 'model' 
people- model people who don't 
mean to hurt anyone. But, as 
Jack's wife Dorrie asks: "Does 
an ocean mean to hurt someone 
wh . drowning'?" 0 IS • 
. 
In this, his first staged produc-
tion, playwright Joe Wtesenfeld 
- former journalist and writer of 
screenplays for The Mourning 
Suit and Recommendation For 
Mercy - has tried to capture the 
essence of human isolation. He 
ultimately fails to do so. 
Wiesenfeld first introduces us 
to Jack, a man in the process of 
social deterioration as a result of 
his own unwillingness to under-
stand, or be U.Oderstood by, other 
people~ A man who would much 
rather take the day off work to 
play the horses and dream of a 
world without responsibilities, 
than face his now fattening wife. 
Jack's supposed 'best friend' 
Eddie - a successful lawyer who 
just wants to get away from the 
aU-too-real world of the courts -
has lived for two years with the 
guilt of Dorrie's infidelity - an 
infidelity he almost again before 
the play's conclusion, except for 
the fact that he too finds Dorrie a 
fattening lover. 
The feeling is that Jack and 
Eddie never were close friends, 
only acquaintances. And the 
same relationship seems to exist 
between Eddie and Dorrie and, 
for that matter, between Jack 
and Dorrie. 
The play gets off to a rather 
shakey start in the opening scene 
with Hilary Strang suffering from 
a bad case of over-kill as the 
woman at the bus stop - only one 
of the many characters she 
uneasily takes in this production. 
Ddrrie's eventual contact with 
cancer- the final stage in Jack's 
disillusionment with the 'model' 
life - is contrasted by the pure 
and 'simple' Martie. And Jack is 
immediately drawn toward this 
'model' of life, only to be 
awakened by the ugly world that 
can only believe in man's ugly 
side. 
Adding to the opening scene's 
instability is Tom McBeath as 
Jack. His first minutes on stage 
are plagued by a 'We've all seen 
this before' atmosphere remini-
scent of the male lead in the 
current production of Sexual 
Perversity in Chicago - in many 
ways an untimely coincidence of 
theme. 
But McBeath's per(ormance 
gains in s~,. as the play 
progresses, with the most effec-
tive scene coming near the end 
when Jack's fate is sealed by 
Marlie's misguided confession-
a fate Jack begins to a~ept as 
the only escape from reality into 
the 'safe' world of a 'model 
prisoner'. 
Dianna Belshaw as Jack's wife 
Dorrie exhtbits all the pitiful 
qualities of a woman lost in a 
world too cruel. Be"lshaw shows 
her versatility in this role which 
is, to say the least, a litde more 
demanding than her roles in 
British Properties and a Village 
Wooing. 
Both Sherry Bie (as Martie) 
and Brian Torpe (as Eddie) meet 
their somewhat limited require-
ments and at times manage to 
transcend their obviousness long 
enough for the audience to accept 
their characterization • 
Director Pamela Hawthorn has 
taken a somewhat unfinished 
script and, except for the above-
mentioned opening scene, 
streamlined the ,storyline to the 
point where the plot formation is 
as clear as Juthith Lee's layered 
set design. 
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Wed. Feb. 1 
Career seminar fmding work will 
be held in Rm. 442 of the 
Richmond campus from 12 p.m. 
to 2 p.m. 
Feb. 1 
The university women's club 
presents "Road to Samarakand" 
a slide show of the glorious past 
and present of central Asia at 
2:30 p.m. at the New West- · 
minster ltbrary auditorium. The 
slide show will be free. 
Tues. Jan. 31, Wed. Feb. 1 
Thurs. Feb. 2 
Election for student council rep-
resentatives will be held. 
Feb. 2 
Student concert at UBC r:ecital 
hall of music at 8 p.m. featuring a 
variety of vocal and instrumental 
pedormances. S3 ticket. · 
...................... 
CANADIAN 
UNIVERSITY 
PRESS 
Canadian University Press is looking for a national President for 
the 1978-79 term, starting April1, 1978. CUP, with its main office 
in Ottawa, is a co-operative of sixty student newspapers whose 
main interest is news and information exchange for the benefit of 
the newspapers and students. 
• B ..CJ ANNUAL SHOW OF HEARTS! • 
The President is responsible for 
liaison with other organizations; 
with the national advertising co-
operative based in Toronto; with -
national staff, regional executive 
and newspapers in CUP; and for in-
ternal communications. The 
The position of President runs for 
56 weeks, starting April I, 1978. 
The salary is $180 per week, with 
cost of living increases quarterly 
and a full medical and dental plan. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
February 11 and 12, 1978 
Help Handicapped Children 
• UVE FROM THE 
• 
• , President assists field staff and 
regional executive with student 
union relations and emergency 
newspaper situations, assists in 
planning the national conference, 
and works on the weekly news ser-
vice and features service produced 
from the national office of CUP . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
QUEEN EUZABETH THEATRE 
• ON THE FULL NETWORK STARTING e 
8:00 P.M. FEB. 11th 
The President should be familiar 
with CUP's financial workings. The 
President must be free to travel ex-
tensively, but be ~-.aSt'd in Ottawa, 
Ontario. The applicant must have a • 
~bctll • • working knowledge of Canadian University Press and student newspapers. Bilingualism is an ,., asset. 
Deadline for applications is 
February 10, 1978. Interviews will 
be held in Febru,ary at the spring 
regional conferences of Canadian 
University Press in Sackville, NB; 
Montreal. Quebec; Toronto, Ont.; 
and Edmonton, Alta. 
Address all applications· and 
enquiries to: 
Susan Johnson 
Consulting Committee 
Canadian University Press 
211-227 Laurier Ave West 
Ottawa, Ontario 
1-613-232-2881 
Telex: 053-3299. 
Feb. 2 
The Director of nursing services 
at Royal Columbia Hospital will 
be the guest speaker opening a 
series of information sessions on 
nursing. The Thursday evening 
course will run for four weeks 
from 7:30p.m. to 9 p·.m. at the 
Education Centre, 260 Sher-
brooke St. New ·Westminster. 
The four sessions will cost SIO. 
The program is intended for 
former nurses and others ' in-
terested in developments in the 
nursing profession in B.C. For 
registration, call Douglas College 
Admissions at 588-6404 • 
Feb. 3 
Douglas College free series ?f 
spring noon-hoU:T concerts bepl 
Friday, Feb. 3 Wtth a vocal reotal 
on the New Westminster cam-
pus. So;>rano Ingrid Suderman 
will be accompanied by Edward 
Norman on the piano. The recital 
will be held in room 405 starting 
at 12 noon. 
-.................. 
Sunday, Feb. 5 
The Arthur Delamonts Kitsilano 
Boys Band Alumni's Golden 
Aimiversary Review show at the 
Queen Elizabeth Theatre at 7:30 
p.m. Tickets are S3 • 
·················· 
Feb. 8 - March 29 
A series of French Canadian 
literature lectures are being pre-
sented at the White Rock Library 
in February and March spon-
sored by Douglas College. The 
class will be held Wednesday 
evenings from Feb. 8 till March 
29. The course will be taught by 
Mme. A.S. Martin. 
Feb. 10- 11 
Queen Elizabeth playhouse pre-
sents Toronto Dance Theatre. 
For information call 683-3255. 
Feb. t2 
Vancouver Art Gallery presents a 
.--------------------------------------------------. major exhibition of Gottlieb Pic-
tographs starting January and 
Free Swimming For 
DC Students 
at North Surrey Rec Centre 
MONDAY TUESDAY EDNESDA THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY 
PUBLIC SWIM PUBLIC SWIM PUBLIC SWIM _ PUBLIC SWIM 
7:30- 7:30- 7:30- 7:30- . I 
running to Feb. 12. Adolph 
Gottlieb is one of the most 
important abstract expressionist 
painters in the history of Ameri-
can art. 
Subjects for Psychology ex-
periments are needed. Please 
contact Wayne in the psychology 
lab. room 301 in New West-
minster. 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
Classified ads and events are free 
to all students, faculty and staff 
of the college. For commercial 
ads contact Gord Isfeld during 
regular office hours Mon. to Fri. 
Deadline for events and classi-
fied ads is 4 p.m. Thursday. 
Commercial ads should be sub-
mitted one week prior to pub-
lishing date. 
8:30A.M. 8:30A.M. 8:30A.M. 8:30A.M. 
PUBLIC SWIM 
7:30-
8:30A.M. 71 Dodge Colt $700 also wanted 
t-------t-------1-------+-------+-------+----_:__--+------~ parts for '53 chevy pickup phone 
ADULT SWIM ADULT SWIM 
ll:30 A.M. - 11:30 A.M.-
1:00 P.M. 1:00 P.M. 
ADULT SWIM 
ll:30 A.M.-
1:00 P.M. 
PUBLIC SWIM 
2:00-
S:OOP.M. 
PUBLIC SWIM 
2:00-
S:OOP.M. 
437-1548 
71 Datsun 510 13~000 miles on 
rebuilt engine, rusty body but 
runs excellent $200 phone 
t-------1------+------+-------+------+------+-----~ 525-8528 
PUBLIC SWIM 
7:00-
8:30P.M. 
PUBLIC SWIM 
6:30-
9:00P.M. 
I volkswagon header $20 adapter 
plate for pre 65 jeep, fits any 
chevy smallblock $75 525-8528 or 
t----~-----11-------+------t-----,-----+------+------+------i 531-0126 
ADULT SWIM 
7:30-
9:00P.M. 
PUBLIC SWIM 
7:30-
9:00P.M. 
ADULT SWIM 
7:30-
9:00P.M. 
PUBLIC SWIM 
7:30-
9:00P.M. 
ADULT SWIM 
8:30 -
10:00 P.M. 
PUBLIC SWIM 
7:30-
9:00P.M. 
Large western saddle: well built, 
attractive, a good deal for $225 
phone 581-6895 or 522-7917 
c; ',...,. ..- ~· ~ • 
' • I I f . ~ .. . '\ ' . -. 
. ' . 
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Totems 
·blast Trinity 
' , . ' . , 
' . ' 
•' I • "".,4 o ' • ~ 
DOUGLAS COLLEGE 6 
TRINITY WESTERN 3 
The f\nualu CoDeae TotemS 
tighteoed their pip OD first p~ 
Saturday eteDiDc by defeatmg 
Trinity weswn 6-~ in Alder-
grove. 
Tenacious &nclw'cina and a 
well disciplined style of defensive 
hockey gUided Dt to its 'rictory 
. by totally t.flliaa tbe Trinity 
team. 
Douglas CoDeae opeaed the 
scoring with • pel by Dan 
. Ricbardsoo with auitts ... to 
.K.Uk Seretsky and Ridl a.risteo-
sen.lt WUJl't .... before tbe trio 
combiaed ... to pat DC u.d 
by two. 
Trinity ........ to paD ~ 
to the DC team twice during the 
evening. During the second pe-
riod trinity manaaed to push to 
within ooe goal ol the DC teare 
but they had their excitement 
quelled when the 'Jotems fired 
home a aoal with only 20 seconds 
left in tfie second period. 
The third period started out 
dose with both teams plarinf! 
end to end hockey. However, 
Trinity just could not contend 
with the relentless pace laid 
down by the DC team, who 
ri~ three goals pass the 
Tnnity goaltencler in a minute 
and a half • 
The three goal burst was led by 
Blake Murra with Rick Ouisten-
seo salri 11 ~seconds later. Jim 
~ rounded out the flood 
of pals with an tionaJ 
effoit assisted by Haroicib:. 
Douglas 
stomps C.B.I. 
DOUGLAS COLLEGE 9 
mttJMBUBmLE INSTITUTE 4 
The Douglas CoUege Totems 
widened their first place lead 
Thursday tromping the Columbia 
Bible Institute 9-4 at Queen's 
Park Arena. 
The action got under way' early 
as Blake Murray scored at the 
2:40 mark followed less than a 
minute later by .Rick Ouistensen. 
Columbia bounced back a 
co~1e of. minutes lats .ith two 
goals, but this proved to be their 
last goal ol the period. 
The Totems made it 4-2 mid-
way and near the end of the first 
period by totally dominating the 
play by preven~ . the. Bibl_e 
Institute from orgamzmg to their 
own end effectively. 
The second period was slowel' 
with both teams scoring a total 3 
goals, however, the Totems came 
out with the upper. hand with 
goals from Dan Richardson as-
sisted by Dion Harold and Terry 
Hochstetter and a good effort by 
Jim Dempsey to make the score 
6-3. 
The third period was hard 
fought with Columbia scoring 
first, but any hopes for the Bible 
Institute were downed when Kirk 
Sartesky blasted the puck past 
Columbia's goaltender insuring 
the Totems' lead. 
.00.~ College Totems UJOt'k 
behilld Bible College 11et. 
Douglas College Totems utting 
one of tri1le Thursdoy flight 
agaitlst Bible Institute 
. Ouistensen scored his third . 
goal of the night with assists 
from Saretsky and O:ochsetter. 
D.C.'s ninth goal aime from 
Dan Richardson near the end of 
the game to totally obliterate 
Columbia's ~ense. 
The Totems are 
the best hockey 
team in the l~gue. 
Give them ~ 
your support. 
College pounces Pocomo 
by Rob &.cock 
The Douglas College rugby 
teams took a page from the 
hockey book (presuming such a 
book exists) over the weekend, 
picking up a hat-trick in games 
with the usually powerful P~ 
como squads. 
All three divisional represen-
tatives posted wins in the week-
end matches, which saw P~ 
como's first and second teams 
handed their first losses of the 
season. 
Russ Laurie led the scoring for 
the Douglas CoUege first team as 
they rolled to a 17-7 victory, drop 
kicking one score and hitting on 
two field-goal attempts. Two 
more ttys were added by first 
team stalwarts DaYe Jagger and 
· George Boon, in_ a game that may 
well be regarded as a major 
upset. • . 
The second team likewise 
tagged their Pocomo counterpart 
with their first loss of the season, 
as Terry Sharpe picked up two 
ttys enroute to a f6-7 victory. 
Also scoring ttys for the se-
cond team were Don Jenner and 
Ga_ry~ty. 
Showing great form and style 
was aU Joe Colins could do as he 
accounted for all of the third 
teams scoring as they narrowly 
defeated Pocomos third division 
representative 7-0. Joe carried 
the ball for ooe try and kicked the 
third ~·s looe field-goal. 
Providing the Douglas College 
teams can maintain their pace 
and conditioning, aU three of 
them stand a good chance of 
cap~ ~t place in their res-
pective divisao~_. 
FIRST HALF STANDINGS GP 
Douglas Totems 8 
Trinity Western 6 
Vancouver City CoUege 7 
Columbia Bible 7 
Institute 
TEAM SCORING 
Blake Murray 
Harold Dion 
Kirk Saretsky 
Uoyd Douglas 
Jack Raffle 
Dan Richardson 
Jim Dempsey 
Rick Ouistensen 
Paul Dean 
Kirk Peters 
Glen Moffat 
Dave Johnson 
Ross Hillman 
w L T GF GA PTS 
7 0 '3 3S 24 17 
2 4 1 24 23 s 
2 3 3 18 2S 7 
2 s 1 24 30 s 
GP G A PTS 
16 19 23 42 
18 12 17 29 
17 9 16 2S 
IS 8 12 20 
13 3 17 20 
13 14 II 2S 
14 II IS 26 
17 II 17 28 
16 s II ·16 
18 7 7 14 
IS s 8 13 
1}8 3 10 13 
14 1 10 II 
' 
·SUBSCRIBE* 
to 
THE OTHER PRESS 
The weekly student newspaper of Douglas College, 
s~rving the campuses and communities of New West-
minster, · Surrey, Richmond, Coquitlam, Maple Ridge. 
and Langley . Each issue includes: local al)d national 
education news , college and community events , 
essays, features, profiles-, arts and review, sports and 
classified ads. - · 
· Write or P-hone : 
The Other -Press 
Box 2503, Douglas College 
New Westminster, British Columbia, 
522-7917 
* All issues ·of The Other Press are free 
to the students, faculty and staff on the campuses of Douglas College. 
Name ............................................. .... ... ........ ... ......... Telephone ......... ... ....... :~ 
Address·····~······· · ···· · ··········· · ········· · ···· ···· ·· · · · · ···· ··· ·· · ·············· · ····· ....... .. .......... . 
Individual: $3/one semester . D $5/two semesters 0 Commercial: $7 /two semesters U 
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